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INTRODUCTION 

The nutrient requirements of cattle have been studied 

by animal husbandmen from the inception of scientific re

search in agriculture. From the .results obtained tentative 

feeding standards have been formulated to be used as a guide 

by practical feeders. These standards have been modified. 

from time to time. as additional information indicated the 

need of a revision. 

The feeding standards as published by the different 

investigators do not agree as to the amount of nutrients 

required by cattle. Recent investigations have emphasized 

the importance of the quality of the proteins and of the 

charaoter of the mineral matter·in relation to the nutri

tion of animals and have also established the fact that 

certain growth accessories are necessary for the growth 

and well being of animals. There is therefore, every 

reason to believe that further modification of the feed

ing standards may be needed. 

A study of the net energy requirement of animals re

veals the fact that. aocording to our present knowledge, 

the quantity of the energy supplied seems to be the im

portant thing to consider. 

Until quite recently little work has been done to de

termine the energy requirement of cattle. This was partly 

due to the fact that anin~ls usually receive an adequate 

supply of energy, as the rations commonly fed to animals 



are as a rule high in net energy value. The study of this 

phase of animal nutrition has also been delayed because of 

the fact that it is difficult to determine tho energy re

quirement of animals. 

~-rllat definite knovvledge we have of the energy require

ments of cattle has been obtained by a study of mature 

animals. usually steers. All of the standards that are now 

available which give the requirements of growing cattle 

have been calculated from data obtained from mature animals. 

There is considerable difference of opinion as to the accur

acy of these calcluations. 

There are at least two reasons why more definite know

ledge of the energy requirements of growing cattle are de

sirable. First, the energy requirement of the animul is 

known to be high and because of the increased cost of feeds 

with high energy value there is a' greater economic demand 

to know the actual energy requirement of a young animal. 

Second, if an intelligent study is to be made of the re

quirement of a growing animal for any other constituent 

of the ration. it is quito essential that the energy re

quirement be knovm. 

It was with the hope that we might make a contribu

tion to the knowledge on this subject that the problem of 

the energy requirement of dairy heifers was undertaken. 



REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE. 

A review of the literature on this subject reveals 

the fact that there is little material that has a direct 

bearing on the energy requirements of animals for growth. 

However, one is impressed with the remarkable progress 

that has been made in adding to our general knowledge 

of the nutrition of animals. In spite of this progress 

the leading research workers seem to hesitate to make 
I 

many dogmatic assertions. Mathews sounds the dominant 

note when he says that, linearly all of the really fund

amental facts in nutrition remain to be determined.~ 

The nutrient requirements of anillals have been ex

pressed, until quite recently, in the terms of digestible 

protein, carbohydrates and fat. The more recent and prob

ably the most satisfactory method of expressing the value 

of carbohydrates and fat is in the terms of net energy 

values. 

There seems to be abundant evidence that a certain 

quantity of nutrients alone will not insure growth or the 

well being of an animal. The additional requirements for 

an efficient ration are: First, that the protein is of the 

proper quality. Second, that the inorganic material con

tains the necessary mineral matter. Third, that suffici

ent quantities of certain unknown growth accessories are 

present. 

Since the efficiency of any ration apparently de-



pends upon the presence of these several substances it 

is evident that to intelligently understand any nutri

tion problem it is necessary to review the present day 

knowledge of these more important phases of nutrition. 

GROWTH. Growth is hard to define because we do not 
2 

know definitely what it is or what causes it. Morgan 

states that growth is, "an increase in the volume of the 

living material. 1t The fact that an animal has a "growth 

impulse," and "inherent tendency to grow" or a "capacity 

for growth" is our most definite knowledge. 
3 

Aron is sure that abundance of food is not the cause 

of growth for even with the greatest intake of food, growth 
~a 

will never exceed a certain limit. Morgan also says 

that, "while the rate of growth may easily be accelerated 

or retarded, the character of the growth is more difficult 

to modify." This statement is confirmed by the results 
4 5 

obtained by Waters , working with cattle and by M.endel 

working with rats and mice. The latter secured clear 

evidence that the growth of rats and mice may be suppress

ed or held in abeyance for long periods, even beyond the 

age at which any marked increment of size ordinarily 

occurs, without loss of the capacity of subsequent growth 

under appropriate conditions of diet. 
4 

Waters after considerable experimental work with 

cattle growing under normal and adverse conditions be

lieves that the size to which an animal may grow is de'

termined by heredity but that the size to which it will 
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grow is directly related to the feed furnished during the 

growing period. He was the first to establish the fact 

that an iranature farm animal may remain at a constant body 

weight for a long period and at the sa~e time increase in 

height or in skeletOn growth. This increase varied from 

six to nineteen per cent. His final conclusions are that 

an animal may advance to normal size by any or all of the 

following ways: 

1. By growing steadily from birth to maturity. 

2. By storing fat during a period of abundant feed 

supply to assist in tiding over a limited period of sparse 

food supply without serious interruption of growth. 

3. By prolonging the growth period. 

4. By an increase' in the rate of growth during a 

period of liberal feeding following a period of low gain. 
2a · 

Morgan states that if an individual grows excess-

ively fast for a period there follows a period of slow 

growth. He also reports that a guinea pig may lose one~ 

third of its size and make it good later. 

There seems to be abundant evidence to prove that 

animals make faster and more economical gains following 

a period when they have been kept on a low plane of nu-
66 

trition. Burnett and Smith' found that calves wintered 

on sorghum hay did not grow as well as those fed alfalfa 

hay but during the following summer season they made the 

best gains and by fall the two groups weighed the same. 
26 

Wylie working with dairy heifers fed one group so that 
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they would make light gains and another group for heavy 

gains during the winter. The following summer the light 

fed cattle gained fast enough to overtake the heavier cattle. 
67 

Mumford reports that a steer that had been stunted until 

it was twelve months old made a gain of 841 pounds in a 

year. This steer required 5.04 pounds of grain for one 

pound of gain. A normal steer the same age gained only 499 

pounds, on the same ration, and required 9.8 pounds of grain 

for one pound of gain. 

Measurements £! growth. It is difficult to measure 

growth. The most satisfactory method so far suggested is 
6 

by taking skeletal measurements and body weights. Swett 

found that for heifers the height at the withers gave a 

fair indication of the skeletal growth. The body weight 

of an animal gives only an approximate measure of the 
7 

growth of an animal. In the first place the weight fluc-

tuates from day to day due to the variations in the con

tents of the digestive tract • . In the second place the 

live weight does not necessarily indicate how much of the 

growth is real growth and how much is simply a storage. of 

fat or water or both. To accurately measure the character 

of the growth that has taken place it is necessary either 

to conduct slaughter tests or to conduct a balance exper

iment in a respiration calorimeter. 
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12 
Normal Growth. The Dairy Department of this sta-

tion has taken weights and measurements on a group of 

dairy heifers from birth to maturity in order to deter

mine the normal rate of growth. The average weights and 

measurements of these heifers from birth to an age of two 

years give us a standard for comparison. 

The influence of ~ organs of internal secretions ~ 

growth. The influence of the organs of internal secretion 

on growth and the various functions of the body is a. mys-
ls 

tery that scientists a+e just beginning to solve. Mathews 

describes the organs of internal secretion as, "organs in 

the body which do not play a part in movement and they 

either have no ducts for the discharge of their secretions 

to the exterior or, if they have such ducts, there is abun

dant evidence that they form a hidden secretion which is 

passed bac~ to the blood. - - - - there are reasons for 

thinking that the for.mation of such substances is their 

main function." 

The principal organs of internal secretion are the 

thyroid, parathyroid, hypophysis, pancreas, ovaries, 

testes and supra-renals. Of these the hypophysis and the 

thyroid seem to be the most important. 
8 

The functions of the internal secretions. Cushing ----------------------
removed the anterior lobe of the hypophysis ,of young dogs. 

The result was a fatty degeneration thro~ghout the body, 

very little growth took place except in fat and their 
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reproductive organs ren~ined in an infantile condition. 

He concluded from his work that the anterior lobe, I'seems 

primarily associated with the growth of the body, with the 

metabolism of fat, with sexua.l activities and to be bound 

up - - - with the function probably of all the other duct-
lb 

less glands of the body.~ Mathews believes that the 

secretion of the anterior lobe of the hypophysis is nec-

essary for normal growth and metabolism and to maintain 
9 

the animal's resistance to disease. Howell concludes 

that the hypophysis exerts an important influence upon the 

general body metabolism; that the secretion of the anterior 

lobe is necessary for growth, particularly of the skeleton, 

and that the secretion of the posterior lobe affects the 

circulation, the secretion of the urine and is connected 

with the carbohydrate metabolism. The body weight. the 

development of the sexual organs and the bones are consid

ered secondary characters of the anterior lobe. 

The function of the thyroid has been studied more than 
9a 

that of any other organ of internal secretion. Howell 

states that the removal of the thyroid. "is followed by the 

development of a state of malnutrition. 11 It is a well kl1Q1,,'m 
lc 

fact that if the thyroid fails to develop, growth is re-

tarded and a dwarf is produced. ·This condition Qay be 

remedied by feeding sheep's thyroids. On the other hand, 

if the thyroid is too active the reverse symptoms or 

giantism resu.l t" It is clear that li1ental and physical de

velopment dep~nd in part upon the secretions of the thyroid. 



All students of this subject agree that there is an 

interdependence of all of the organs of internal secretion 

for their own development and also that the body processes 

are all more or less controlled by hormones of the internal 

secretions which act as a stimulant or inhibitor. Thus it 

is believed that the "growth impulse" is received from the 

internal secretions and that it is inhibited by the same 
Id 

"chemical messengers't. Mathews holds that, "the shape 

and size of the body; the coarseness of the hair; the per-

sistence of the teeth and the tendency toward fatness may 

easily depend on the hypophysis, on the thyroid and the 

sexual organs." 
10 

Kellicott emphasizes the fact that the growth of 

the animal as a whole as measured by skeleton growth or 

weight is not as important relatively.as the growth and 

development of the more vital organs. ~uoting directly, 

"It seems quite likely that in organisms in general the 

normal growth of each tissue or even each organ is con

trolled separately by a specific internal secretion. 

These substances may regulate growth either through in

hibition or acceleration and the effect produced may be 

due either to the presence or the withdrawal of the spe-

cific sUbstance. ,t 

In this thesis it is interesting to note tilat these 

organs play their part in the transformation of energy. 
11 

erile after a large amount of clinical and experimental 
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work explains the conversion of latent into kenetic energy 

thus, "To become adapted to their environment animals are 

transformers of energy. This adaptation to environment is 

made by means of a system of organs evolved for ~le purpose 

of converting potential energy into heat and motion. - - -

The brain is the great central battery which drives the 

body; the thyroid governs the conditions favoring tissue 

oxidization; the supra-renals govern immediate oxidization 

processes; the liver fabricates and stores glycolen; the 

muscles are the great converters of latent energy into 

heat and motion. Each is a vital link, each plays its 

particular role and one cannot compensate for the other." 

REQ.UIREMENTS !Q1i ANIMAL GROWTH. The animal is born 

with an "inherent tendency to grow". It is then the task 

of the feeder to provide a ration of sufficient quantity 

and quality to supply all of the physiological require

ments of the animal for normal growth. Such a ration 

should. furnish energy to meet all of the needs of the 

animal, should supply the proper quantity and quality of 

proteins, enough inorganic constituents and an adequate 

amount of growth accessories. A bulky and palatable 

ration is also desirable for a dairy heifer. 

PROTEIN REQUIREW~NTS. Protein is the most vital 

nutrient in the ration. It is necessary in the structure 

of all of the body cells and may be used as a source of 

energy. Under certain conditions it is used for fat pro

duction. 
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7h 
The term crude protein is used to designate the 

nitrogenous part of a feed. All of the nitrogen of 

feeding stuffs does not exist in the protein form. Many 

feeding stuffs contain a relatively large amount of nitro

genous compounds such as amino acids and amids which are 

not protein sUbstances. These are called non-proteins. 

True protein as the name implies, is that part of the 

crude protein that remains after the non-protein material 

has been removed. 

The non-proteins are present in considerable amounts 

in immature plants. There has been considerable difference 

of opinion as to the value of the non-proteins to the ani-

mal. Armsby formerly insisted that they were of little if 
7a 

any value but recently he has stated that ,"it appears 

to have been demonstrated by recent experimental results -

- - that the non-protein of ordinary feeding stuffs is 

available for the maintenance of rwninants. 1I 

Investigations conducted during recent years by Mendel, 

Osborne, Hart, McCollum and others, have resulted in new 

and valuable information concerning the proteins of feeds 

and how they are used by animals. It is now conceded that 

when digested the proteins yield comparatively simple cleav

age products, largely amino acids. The individual amino 

acids are used for the resynthesis of the various proteins 

of the body. 

The protein used for maintenance may not be so com-
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13 
pletely resynthesized. l-vlcCollum states that, liThe 

repair processes are shown to be of a different character 

from the processes of growth," and that it is probable 

that, "the processes of cellular catabolism and repair 

do not involve the destruction and resynthesis of an en

tire protein molecule." 

~u~l!tz ~f~ihe_prO!e!n~. There is abundant experi

mental evidence to establish the fact that the feed given 

to an animal must not only supply protein as such but that 

it must contain protein materials whose digestive cleavage 

pro ducts will yield the necessary amounts and proportions 

of amino acids required for maintenance and growth. Voit 
20 

and l'l1unk discovered that gelatin could not maintain the 

nitrogen equilibriwn of small laboratory animals. Th is 

opened up a field of investigation which has called forth 

the best efforts of some of our greatest scientists. 
68 

Osborne and Mendel were the first in this country to 

enter this field of research. They established the fact 

that tryptophan was necessary for the maintenance of rats. 

During recent years a large amount of investigation 

has been undertaken for the purpose of determining the 

value of specific proteins from various sources. In 1911 
14 

the Wisconsin Station published the results of the first 

experiments which were undertaken with farm animals to 

study the efficiency of nutrients derived from restricted 

sources. Working with cattle it was found that there was 
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a distinct and physiological value to a ration not meas-

urable by chemical methods or dependent upon available 

energy. Animals fed on a balanced ration from the wheat 

plant were not normal as to vigor, size or development, 

nor did they perform normally the functions of reproduc

tion and the secretion of milk. 

Allimals fed on a ration derived entirely from the corn 

plant were normal in every way. Those fed on a ration 

derived from the oat plant were not normal but were able to 

perform all of the physiological processes of gro1.vth, re

production and milk secretion with a certain degree of 

vigor. Vllien animals were fed a ration derived from the 

wheat, corn and oat plants they responded with less vigor 

than to corn and oat plant products, but with more vigor 

than when fed wheat plant feeds. The wheat plant ration 

was not efficient because of the quality of the proteins. 

partly because it lacked in the necessary inorganic con-
15 

stituents and also because it contained a toxic substance. 
16 

The results obtained by McCollum with pigs shows 

that the efficiency of the cereal proteins was raised from 

twenty-five to sixty-five per cent by the use of skim milk 

and from twenty-five to forty-seven per cent by the use 

of whey protein, which contributed fifteen per cent of the 

total nitrogen intake. Over sixty per cent of the protein 

of skim milk was retained for growth by swine which was 

over twice as much as was retained of any of the cereal 
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proteins. It is evident that the protein of milk is 

efficient itself and also very efficient in supplementing 

other proteins that are not rich in certain amino acids 

necessary for growth. 

The basic ration used for most of the investigations 

for the determination of the value of specific proteins was 
1'1 

"protein free milk." practically all of the protein and 

fat are removed from the milk leaving the whey which con

tains the inorganic and carbohydrate consti tuents. trhe 

purified food substance to be studied is added to 'this 

ration. These tests have been conducted mostly with rats 

but the results obtained probably hold with the larger 
18 

animals. However, McCollum feeding pigs on a ration in 

which the zein of corn was the only source of proiein. 

found that the pig utilized the zein more efficiently than 

either rats or mice. He concludes that. "The pig appears 

to be exceptionally efficient in the utilization of food-

stuffs. II 

Cl!s~i!icati~n_o! ~r£t~i~s~ Several of the proteins 

that have been studied by feeding experiments with labor-
19 

atory an~mals have been classed as follows: 

Proteins that are adequate for growth. 

Animal Origin 

Casein (milk) Ovalbumen (hen's egg) 

Lactalbumen (milk) Ovavitellin (hen's egg) 
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Vegetable Origin 

Edestin (hemp seed) Ex.celsin (Brazil nut) 

Globulin (squash seed) Glutelin (maize) 

Globulin (cottonseed) Glutenin ( wheat) 

Glycinin (soy bean) Cannabin (hemp seed) 

Proteins that are not adequate for growth. 

Legumelin (soy bean) Vignin ( vetch) 

Gliadin (wheat or rye) Legumin (pea) 

Legumin (vetch) Conglutin (blue or yellow 
lupin) 

Gelatin ( horn) Zein (maize) 

Phaseolin (white kidney Hordein (barley) 
bean) 

In the study of the efficiency of the different pro-

teins it has been possible to learn something of the value 

of the individual amino acids to the body. It has been 

found that lysine is necessary for growth and that try-

ptophane is necessary for maintenance. The experimental 

evidence of this is interesting. zein, the protein of 

corn contains neither of these acids. Willcock and Hop
~O 

kins found that mice lost weight when zein supplied the 

protein of their diet and that the addition of trypto-

phane made the diet adequate for maintenance but not for 
~l 

growth. Osborne an':\. Mendel feeding rats on zein were 

able to carry them along on maintenance by adding trypto

phane and to produce growth or stop it as lysine was 
~3 

added or withdrawn from the ration. McCollum, feeding 
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pigs, has shown that they will efficiently utilize about 

eighty per cent of zein to repair losses due to tissue 

metabolism. No body tissue was formed from zein even when 

it was fed in excess while feeding oasein resulted in an 

increase of the body protein of from twen.ty to tW13D,ty-fi ve 

per cent. 

The body can synthesize some amino acids sueh as 

glycocoll, now usually oalled glyoine, and probably proline 

and arginine, but the tryptophane and lysine must be furnish

ed in the feed. 

An animal fed on a ration from a restrioted souroe may 

suffer from a laok of the amino acids that it needs. This 

diffioulty is usually overoome in oommon practice as the 

defioienoies of the protein of one feed is apt to be supp

lemented by the protein of another feed. In the oase of the 

dairy animal there is little danger of the protein of a 

ration not being adequate for growth when ensilage or alfalfa 

hay are used for roughage. 

!r~t~i~ ~s~d_f~r_e~e~~. Beoause of the faot that the 

protein of the feed is broken down into its constituent 

amino acids and the animal uses only the'acids that it 

happens to need at the time; when on a normal ration, 

there will be an excess of some of these acids. These aur-
7b 

plus amino aOids, aooording to Armsby, are largely de-

aminized, and their nitrogen excreted mostly as urea. The 

non-nitrogenous residue is then in ·a condition to be oxi-
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dized as fuel material for energy production or some of it 

may be converted into glucose and thus to glycogen and be 

stored as fat. 

However. there does not seem to be any advantage of 
24 25 

feeding an excess of protein. Both Talbot and wylie 

showed that when heifers received enough protein for normal 

growth the gains were not materially increased by feeding 
27 

additional protein. Dietrich found that, with pigs, when 

the factor of protein waste was once introduced it became 

such a fixed tendency that it was hard to reduce it. 

Little work has been done to study the effects of feed
~6 

ing an excess of protein. Forbes states that, "the con-

sumption of a needless amount of protein unnecessarily 

taxes the acid neutralizing capacity of the animal and if 

carried to a sufficient extreme results either in discour-

agement of the formation of bone or in malnutrition of the 

bones." 
7b 

Arms by is of the opinion that when an excess of pro-

tein is fed that the animal excretes the nitrogen and re

tains a large share of the protein for fuel purposes and 

that the increased nitrogen excretion "does not mean the 

total destruction of the corresponding amount of protein 

but simply its transformation into compounds which can 

serve as a source of energy.n 
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GROW~tl ACCESSORIES. Important as are the amino acid 

requirements of an animal for growth and maintenance they 

are no more important to the study of nutrition than the 

discovery of the so called vitamines or growth accessories. 

These unidentified dietary essentials, like the hormones 

of the organs of internal secretion, are kno\vu by what they 

do rather than by what they are. 

The presence of these sUbstances of an unknown chemical 
34 

nature were first discovered by Funk and others while in-

vestigating the cause of beri-beri, a disease common to 

peoples who have a very restricted diet of which polished 

rice is the main staple. 

Most of the experimental work with these substances 
35 

has been done with rats or chickens. 11cCollum and his 

co-workers found that young rats fed on purified proteins, 

carbohydrates, fats and salt mixtures, not only failed to 

grow but did not live any great length of time because of 
36 

a lInerve degeneration. It If a little egg yolk or milk 

was added to these purified foods the rats began to grow 

at onoe. 

Further study revealed the fact that there were two 

growth necessaries, one usua11y so1ub1e in the fats and the 
37 

other soluble in water and alcohol. McCollum has desig-

nated these "fat soluble A and water soluble B.1t He ob-

jects to all of the other names used to designate these 

substances because, If the substances in question are just 
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as essential for the maintenance of a full grown animal in 

a state of health as they are for the support of growth in 

the young" and furthermore because these substances are no 

more vital nor do they ~etermine the value of a ration for 

growth more than several other oonstituents of a ration. 

The fat soluble A is abundant in milk, eggs and the 

leafy portion of plants ani water soluble B is found in 
38 

milk, eggs, seeds and the leafy part of plants. 
39 

Acoording to Osborne and Mendel it is now known 

that these growth aocessories are found to a greater or 

less extent in the followine food substances: 

Fat Soluble A 

Butter fat 

Egg yolk fat 

Cod liver 

Beef fat 

"Oleo-oil" 

Pig kidney 

Clover 

Oat kernel 

Soy beans 

Sunflower 

Milk 

Eggs 

Rice 

oil 

margarines 

fat 

seed 

Fat Soluble B 

Maize kernel 

Rye 

Wheat embryo 

\iheat kernel 

Cotton seed 

Cabbage leaves 

Alfalfa leaves 

Flax seeds 

Hemp seed 

Millet seeds 

'ii'heat 

Oat 

Kidney beans 
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Wnea.t embryo, Yea.st 

Cotton seed Soy beans 

Pancreas Maize embryo 

Maize kernel Peanut meal 
, 40 

:McCollum and Simmonds found that the seeds of wheat, 

oat, maize, rice, bean 'and pea are too low in the UL~known 

dietary essentials to supply the needs of young animals 

for growth. 

The farm animal, except the young animal on a milk 

ration, obtains its fat soluble A from leafy plants. Al

falfa is espeoially rich in this acoessory. Lard is the 

only animal fat definitely known not to contain any fat 

soluble A and it is apparently absent from all vegetable 
41 

fats. 
42 . . 

Osborne and l1endel found that the fat soluble A of 

butter fat would resist treatment with steam for two and a 
43 

half hours and llcCollum and Davis state that it is present 

in boiled eggs, that it withstands hydrolysis and also that 

heating milk does not destroy the water soluble B, except 
44 

in the case of milk powder or dry casein. The evidence 
10 

available at present seems to indioate that these growth 

accessories may be destroyed by continuous boiling for a 

long time and by weak alkalies. 
41,42,45,46 

Practically all investigators have con-

firmed the work of McCollum and his associates. Funk, how-

ever, states that, "there is no justification - - - to 
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accept the necessity of two different vitamines one for 

curing the nervous symptoms and one for the maintenance of 

body weight. 1I He is inclined to believe that there may be 

several vitamines each with a separate function. 

Some grains like wheat contain toxic substances. Yfhen 

such feeds are fed to an animal it is necessary to SUPI)ly 

more growth accessories than when a toxin free ration is 
36 

fed. Hart and McCollum advise that any ration should con-

tain essential factors sufficient to overcome any toxicity 

that may be present. Alfalfa was found by these ,men to be 

especially valuable for this purpose. When 20 per cent of 

' a ration for swine is made up of wheat middlings, an equal 

amount of alfalfa will overcome the toxic effects. 

It is very apparent that the growing heifer would re

quire a supply of fat soluble A and water soluble B. Where 

milk or skim milk is fed to the calf or older heifer, an 

adequate amount would be supplied. The older heifer would 

ordinarily receive an abundant supply in the roughage of 

her ration. Clover and alfalfa are especially good for 

this purpose. 

INORGANIC MATERIAL. Inorganic material is essential 

to the growing animal. If an animal is fed a ration free 

from mineral matter, it will generally die sooner than 
28 

when no feed is given. 

The functions of the mineral elements in animal meta-
7.1 

bolism are:' To supply the mineral matter necessary for 

the proper development of the skeleton. To maintain the 
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osmotic pressure of the blood. To maintain the neutrality 

of the body fluids. 

"As bearers of electricity the elements dominate the 
69 

whole course of metabolism." 

"They conduot nerve stimuli, and playa leading role 

in the general process of oell stimulation." 

"They govern the oontraction of the musoles, including 

the contractions of the heart. They are one of the con-

stituents of every living cell." 

"They assist in the coordination of the digestive 

processes." 

"Through their control of the inhibition of water by 

the colloids they govern absorption and secretion." 

"Through their control of the affinity of the blood 

for gases, they govern respiration." 

"They control the state of solution, precipitation, 

mechanical aggregation, chemical association and ioniza

tion of the colloids which oompose living tissue. lf 

Individual ash constituents have minor but vital 

functions suoh as supplying the iron of the blood or the 

iodine of the thyroid gland. 

It is oommonly acoepted that oalcium, magnesium, 

potaSSium, sodium, phosphorus, sulphur, iron, and chlorine 

are required in varying proportions by all animals. 
29& 

It has also been shown that grains are deficient 

in calcium and rioh in phosphorus, and that roughages are 
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deficient in phosphorus and that their calcium content var-

ies. straw and timothy hay are low in calcium while legume 

hay has a high calcium content. All of the other essential 

mineral elements for growth, except sodium and chlorine, 

are furnished in ample amounts in any normal ration, but 

these elements are easily supplied as common salt. 
30 

Forbes has shown that it is praotically impossible 

to maintain the mineral equilibrium of cows in milk during 

the period of high produotion. This condition is made worse 

by overstocked pastures·and by feeding timothy hay or forage 
31 

grown on infertile or sandy soils. Hart and McCollum 

found that pigs fed on corn meal and gluten feed, which are 

deficient in ash, made very little if any growth even when 

the ration was supplemented with plenty of protein. When 

salts were added to make the ash content of the r,tion equi

valent to that of milk, practically normal growth resulted. 
32 

McCollum reports that cows grew and were in a good 

state of nutrition on a ration of corn grain and wheat straw 

to which was added a suitable salt mixture. They produced 

normal, vigorous calves. These cows were then put on the 

same ration minus the salt mixture. The result was that 

the cows were maintained but they produced dead calves. 

It is important to consider the calcium and phosphor

us content of a ration for growing heifers so as to avoid 

feeding a restricted ration, yet there is little danger 

of a praotical farm ratfon not supplying enough ash to an 

animal not giv1ng milk~ To-quote our two leading author-
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29b 
ities on this subjeot - Hart says that, "Ruminants 

oonsuming the usual roughage will ordinarily receive caloium 
33 

enough for growth", and Forbes states that, "It is gener-

ally true that animals that receive aoonsiderable part of 

their ration as leafy forage, receive plenty of mineral 

nutl'iillont. 1I 

THE UUTfRIEUT VALUE OF FEEDS. .ru Value .Q! 8 Ration 

!! Determined ~ Digestion Trials. The most common method 

of determining the use that an animal makes of feed is by 
'1d 

oonducting a digestion trial. When oonduoting a digest-

i6~ 1~~~1~6~t th6 flld i~ llnftlY~Gd to dstsrmlns tu@ amount 

of o~ude protein. oQ~bohydrntas and fat that it contains. 

It is then fed to an animal and the solid exoremont is 001-

lected and analyzed. The amount of nutrients retained in 

the body of the animal are expressed as digestible protein, 

carbohydrates and fat. 

Tha Datarmlnatlon or £nargy VA1~G~. tn. o~rbeh¥~r~t@~ 

wld fat of a feed serve as a source of heat and energy 

to the body, or if fed in excess, for the formation of fat. 

For this reason the value of feeds is expressed quite 

commonly in the terms of net energy values. 

!h~ !e~!rat!o~ ~a!ori~e!e£. To determine the energy 

value of a feed requires oonsiderably more equipment than 

the oonduot1ng of a digestion trial. Not only must all of 

the material voided by the animal be co1leoted, but all o~ 

the heat given off must also be aocounted for. The respir-

atlon calorimeter is the apparatus that has been developed 
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for this work. 

The modern respiration calorimeter according to 
47 

Jordan may be briefly described as an air tight ohamber. 

arranged in such a manner and with such devices that all 

that enters and comes from the body of the animal placed 

within it can be accurately measured and studied. Every

thing that passes into the animal, air, food. and water, 

is carefully measured and analyzed so that the exact intake 

of the body is kno\vn. The air is in turn drawn from the 

c~amber and analyzed. All of the waste products given off 

by the body in any way are carefully weighed and analyzed. 

If the intake is larger than the outgo, the anin:al has in

creased in body weight. If the intake is less the animal 

has 10 st. 

computation of results. The conclusions drawn from ex-------------
periments conducted with the respiration apparatus. as far 

as energy values are concerned, are based largely upon what 

is termed the respiratory quotient. The respiratory quoti-
7k 

ent as defined by Armsby is, ·'the ratio of the volume of 

carbon dioxide excreted by an animal to the volume of oxygen 

taken up during the same time." {fhen an animal uses body 
70 

fat for energy the quotient approximates 0.7 When an ani-

mal is supplied with just enough carbohydrate food for the 

energy requirement of the body, the oxidization value is 

approximately 1.0. If the respiratory quotient is found to 

lie between 0.7 and 1.0 it is usually an indication that 

the body is o~idizing both carbohydrate food and fat. The 
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respiratory quotient of protein is approximately 0.8 but 

ordinarily the proportion of the gaseous exchange of the body 

due to the katabolism of protein is comparatively small. If 

the animal is fed a large excess of carbohydrate food the de

termination of the respiratory quotient gives a value greater 

than 1.0. This has been found to indicate clearly that car

'bohydrates are being converted into fat. 

,1h!:, !n!r,B:y_e!'p!ndi tu!e~ .£f_ani~!s.!. There are three 

methods which may be used for estimating the energy expendit

ure of an animal on a given ration. The easiest method is 

by the use of average digestive coefficients to calculate the 

approximate amount of digestible nutrients in a ration. 

The second method, which is more aocurate, is to deter-
48 

mine, by the use of a bomb calorimeter, the heat units of 

the ration fed and then of the urine and feces. The differ-

ence between the heat units of the feed and those found in 

the excreta represent approximately the energy value of 

the nutrients used by the animal. This method gives an 

estimation of the energy equivalent of the food used but 

furnishes no definite information as to what the body uses 

it for. 

The third and most accurate method of determining 

energy expenditures is with a respiration oalorimeter. 

'Ni th this apparatus the two methods used to determine the 

extent to which food is burned by any living organism, are 

to measure the produots of combustion and to measure the 
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amount of oxygen used. By determining the amount of 

oxygen that is taken up by combining with the carbon and 

hydrogen of the food the amount of actual energy consumed 

can be calculated. One of these methods of measurement 

checks the other, and thus it is ,possible to know the 

oxygen consumption of an animal when at rest, when masti

cating food or when working. In this way it has been 

possible to determine the differences in the net energy 

values of different feeds due to the different amounts of 

energy used in masticating and digesting them. 
49 

Chaveau, working with dogs, found that when they 

were fed sugar, or fat or meat, either at work or at rest 

that the utilization of the nutrients caused an increased 

consumption of oxygen, indicating an increase in the energy 

expenditure of the organism for digestion and assimilation. 

The increase was found to be slight in the case of the car

bohydrates, somewhat greater in the case of the fat, and 

very decidedly larger in the case of the proteins. 

Ihe ~et ~n~r~y_v~l~e_of feedin~ ~t~ffs~ The gross 

energy of a feed is the total energy that it contains or 

would produce if it was completely oxidized. The meta-
"'Ie 

bolizable,or available, energy of a feed is that part of 

the gross energy which is not carried off in the excreta 

but is capable of being used by the animal. A certain 

part of the metabolizable energy is used in the mastication 

and digestion of the feed. That part of the metabolizable 

energy that is not used in the processes incident to the 
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7b 
consumption of the feed is the net energy. It is obvious 

that the amount of energy required to masticate and digest 

one feed, such as straw, would be greater than that required 

to masticate and digest more digestible feed. 

FEED RE~UlRE1dENTS FOR GROWTH. Feeding Standards. 
'Sa 

Wolff-Lehman standard is the leading type of feeding 

The 

standard now in general use which is based on the digest-

ible protein, carbohydrates and fat contained in the feeds 

the the requirements of the different animals for these nut

rients. The great objection to this standard is that it 

does not take account of the varying value of digestible 

matter in different feeding stuffs due to the losses of 

energy in the processes of digestion and assimilation. 

Rations composed of feeds that supply similar amounts of 

digestible matter might differ greatly in the amount of 

net available energy that they supply and would therefore 
50 

have a different feeding value. Kellner's standard 

gives the value of the oarbohydrates in the terms of 

staroh equivalent. This standard has never been used much 

in this country. It is possible to convert the staroh 

equivalent and the fat into their approximate net energy 

value as one pound of starch will produce 1071 calories 

of energy. 

The first feeding standard that was based on the 

energy value of feeds and the energy requirements 'of an-
51 

imals was published by Armaby in 1909. This standard 

gave the protein in the te'rms of true protein and the en-
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81 
ergy value in therms. A therm is 1000 calories. Later 

55b 
Arms by revised this standard for growing cattle and 

gave us a standard for growing dairy cattle. A revision 
"1m 

of the latter has just been published. 

The standards for growing dairy cattle are given in 

the following tables. 

TABLE I 

WOLFF-L&illrutir STAlfl>ARD FOR GROWING DAIRY CATTLE.28a 

Age 
in 

Months 

~-3 

3-6 

6-12 

12-18 

18-24 

AYerage 
live 

weight 
per head 

Lbs. 

150 

300 

500 

700 

900 

Fer Da~ Fer 1000 Founds Live weIs:nt 
Dis:estioIe Nutrients 

Dry Crude CarDo-
M.atter Frotein hydrates Fats 
Lb~. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

23 4.0 13.0 2.0 

24 3.0 12.8 1.0 

27 2.0 12.5 0.5 

26 1.8 12.5 0.4 

26 1.5 12.0 0.3 

TABLE II 

THE KELLNER STANDARD FOR GROWING DAIRY CATTLE.50 

Age Live Fer Dal Fer 1000 Pounds Live Vlei~lit 
in wt. per Dis:estibIe nutrIents 

Months head Dry l?roteIn Crude staroh Net energy 
Matter Protein equiva- Fat value 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. lent Lbs.(estimated} 

2-3 150 23 3.4 3.'1 18.5 2.0 19.81 

3-6 300 ~4 2.8 3.1 14.7 1.0 15.74 

6-12 500 26 2.3 2.6 12.5 0.6 13.39 

12-18 700 26 1.8 2.2 10.5 0.4 11.25 

18-24 900 26 1.3 1.6 9.2 0.3 9.85 
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TABLE II cont. 

Age Live Per Dal Fotkte1~htG1Ven! . . . . . 'J 

in wt.per Digest! Ie nutrients 
Months head Dry Protein Crude Starch Fat Net Energy 

Matter Protein equiva- value 
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. lent Lbs. (estimated) 

Per Day for Weight Given 

2-3 160 3.46 .61 .66 ~.78 .30 2.97 

3-6 300 7.20 .84 .93 4.41 .30 4.72 

6-12 600 13.00 1.16 1.30 6.i:!6 .30 6.70 

12-18 700 18.20 1.26 1.64 7.36 .28 7.88 

18-24 900 i:!3.40 1.17 1.44 8.i:!8 .27 8.87 

TABLE III 

ARMSBY STANDARDS FOH GROWING DAIRY CATTLE. 66b-7m. 

. 1916 s tandard 1917 standard' . 
Age : Live Digestible Het Digestible Net 

: weight true protein Energy true protein Energy 
:Mo. Lbs. Lbs. ,Therms Lbs. Therms 

1 100 .40 3.1 

2 136 .46 3.4 

3 166 .65 3.6 .55 3.6 

6 275 .85 4.1 .70 4.1 

9 325 .90 4.4 .75 4.4 

12 400 1.00 5.1 .80 5.1 

18 550 1.10 6.4 .85 6.4 

24 700 1.20 7.6 .85 7.6 

30 800 1.20 8.2 .85 8.2 



ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR 1IAINTEHANCE. When consider-

ing the feed requirements of animals, it is necessary to 

learn as near as possible what the maintenance requirements 

are. Practically all of the maintenance trials have been 

conducted on mature animals of the beef type. Thus when 

an attempt is made to determine the energy requirement of 

growing animals one of the chief difficulties met with is 

the fact that no definite maintenance requirements have 

been determined for young animals. The principal reason 

for this is that it is almost impossible to keep a grow

ing animal on maintenance for any length of time and get 

normal results. 
4 

Waters after considerable experimental work with 

growing beef cattle on maintenance ration, says that, "The 

term maintenance has been used somewhat loosely, but in 

general we have been in the habit of regarding the animal 

in maintenance when its live weight was constant. A more 

correct definition of the term would perhaps be to say 

that the animal was in maintenance when its body was in 

energy balance, but the live weight has been the conven-

tional measure of our maintenance values. - - - In a 

number o~ experiments at the Missouri Station it has been 

found that ap ungrown animal may remain at a constant 

body weight for a long period of time and yet increase 

in height and apparently decrease its store of fat." It 

1s now generally recognized that an animal has an inherent 

tendency to grow even when it is receiving just enough 
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feed for maintenance. 

AS the energy requirement for the maintenance of grow

ing animals has not been determined, their requirement 

has been estimated from the requirement of mature animals. 

The basis for this estimation has been the partly substan-

tiated theory that the energy requirement of animals varies 

with their surface area rather than with the weight of the 

animal. The explanation given for this hypothesis is that 

the small animal exposes relatively more surface to radia

tion and thus loses heat more rapidly. 

The surface area can be approximately calculated by. 

applying the rule that the surfaces of solids of the same 

shape are proportional to the two-thirds powers of their 
7g 

valumes. If W equals the weight in grams, S the surface 

area in square centimeters, and K the factor which is con

stant for all aninials of the same shape, then S _ JCWj or 

S ;r = K. W_ 
3 7gb 
Experimental work at the Missouri Station indi-

cates that. "If the weight increases faster than the sur
S 

face area we will find a decrease in the value of ~ as 

the animal gets heavier" and that, "The proportion of the 

surface area to the two-thirds power of the live weight is 

shown to vary with the condition of the animal but to be 

fairly constant for a given condition." 

The majority of authorities on the nutrition of farm 

animals seem to agree that the relative surface area of 
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an animal is the chief factor which determines the energy 
50a 7g 

requirements of an animal. Kellner, Armsby and Trow-
79 

bridge have obtained considerable experimental data which 
53 

substantiates this hypothesis. McCrudden and Lusk also 

emphasize the relation of meta.bolism to . the body surfa.ce 

rather than between the metabolism and the body weight. 

There are those, however, who do not agree with these 
54 

findings. Murline and Hoobler concluded that the meta-

bolism in different children is much more nearly proportion

al to the weight than to the surface area and when the 

weight is first multiplied by the specific gravity, the 
71 

agreement is even better. Benedict and Talbot after 

having conducted an extensive study of infants found that 

the basal metabolism cannot in any wise be considered a 

direct function of the body weight and the body surface, 

and has no relationship with body surface on the basis of 

the law of cooling bodies. They believe that, "the active 

mass of protoplasmic tissue" which cannot as yet be meas

ured directly determines the fundamental metabolisw. Hop-
72 

kins states that, "experience leads me to believe that 

at least in the case o~ young rats the demand for mainten-

ance is more nearly determined by the live weight than 

by the surface area." It is evident however, that the 

total IT~intenance requirements increase with the age and 

weight of the animal. 

Muscular activity influences the maintenance require-
71 

ments of an animal more than any other single factor. 
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73 
Zuntz and Hagemann report a respiration experiment upon 

a horse in which the uneasiness caused by the presence o~ 

a few flies resulted in an increase of 10 per cent in the 
74 

metabolism. Armsby and Fries, conducting experiments 

with steers in the respiration calorimeter, found that a 

steer possessing the active, nervous temperament of the 

dairy type, required considerably more energy for main

tenance than a beef steer with a quiet disposition. 
48 

waters expressed the opinion that .the feed nece-

ssary for maintenance varies directly with the plane of 

nutrition on which the animal is kept because animals that 

had been highly fed for some time require more feed for 

maintenance than similar animals that had been sparcely 
798 

fed. This idea was later confirmed by Trowbridge. 
80 

Experimental trials conducted by Armsby and Fries, 
75 76 77 79 

Armsby, Haecker. Evvard. Trowbridge and others, 

seem to indicate that fat or heavy animals require more 

feed for maintenance per unit of surface area, than thin 
79b 

or heavy animals. Moulton explains this as follows: 

nfirst, the energy necessary to support the body is pro

portional to the weight sustained and not to the surface 

area; and second, the weight increases faster than the 

surface area, causing an increase in energy per unit of 

surface area. n 

79 
Results obtained by ~rowbridge. ~oulton and Haigh 

which have not been previously noted are as follows: 
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79a 
"Fat steers lost considerable in fatness while on main-

ten~~ce, thus getting an additional supply of energy, and 

consequently showing a saving in feed." If The maintenance 

requirement is higher for a young steer and decreases with 
790 

the age of the steer." "Greater activity causes a high-

er :maintenance. If Poor thrift and high maintenance require-

ments seem to go together. 
19a 

Standards for Maintenance. Mendel is of the opinion 

that, "a precise formulation of the energy requirements of 

the growing organism expressed in general terms must abide 

further investigation." 

The following standards by Armsby are the only ones 

available which give the maintenance reqUirements for grow-
55 

ing cattle. The first standard given was published in 1916 
7n 

and the second standard was published in 1917. The im-

portant difference between the two standards is the marked 

change of the protein requirements in the latter. 

TABLE IV 

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS OP CATTLE PER DAY AIID HEAD. 

Live 
Weight 

Lbs. 

150 
G50 
500 
750 

1,000 
l-,250 
1,500 

ARMSBY STANDABD 

1916 standard 1917 standard 
Digestible Net Digestible Net 

true protein Energy true protein Energy 
Lbs. Therms Lbs. Therms 

.15 1.70 .08 1.69 

.20 2.40 .13 2.38 

.30 3.80 .25 3.78 

.40 4.95 .38 4.95 

.50 6.00 .50 6.00 

.60 7.00 .63 6.96 

.65 7.90 .75 7.86 
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56 
Armsby would have us remember that, "the great law 

of the conservation of energy rules in the animal mechanism 

- just as in the engine. The body neither manufactures 

nor destroys energy. All that it gives out it gets from 

its food and all that is supplied in its food is sooner or 

later recovered in some form. 
558. 

E~mRGY RESUlREM]U~TS FOR GROWTH. To quote Armsby 

again, "no very extensive determinations of the composition 

and energy of the increase of live weight in growing animals 

have yet been reported. The following estimates 

not lay claim to any high degree of accuracy.~ 

TABLE V. 

- can 

ENERGY VALUE OF ONE POUND ·OF GAIU IU WEIGHT BY GROWING CATTLE. 

Age 
Months 

3 
6 

lZ 
18 
24 
30 

Net Energy 
Value (Therms) 

1.60 
1.75 
2.00 
2.50 
2.75 
3.00 

It is evident that the energy requirement for a pound 

of gain increase as the animal matures. A young animal 

gains in weight faster than an older animal but a pound 

of increase in a young animal contains less dry matter and 

more water than a like increase in an older animal. Fur-

thermore, the young animal gains more in protein and less 

in fat than a more mature animal and thus stores up a small

er propor*ion of energy. 
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Energy Requirements !2.! Maintenance and Growth. The 

Kellner and Armsby standards for growing dairy cattle have 

been given in Tables III and IV. These are the only guides 

that have been published. 
57 

Brandt's data on sixteen dairy heifers show that it 

required 5.56 therms of energy for every pound of growth 

up to two years of age, including maintenance, and that the 

nutrients required for a pound of growth increased with the 

age of the animal. He also found that breed has practically 

no effect on the nutrients required for growth and that 

heavy fed as compared to light fed heifers required practi

cally the same amount of energy for a pound of growth, pro

vided they receive the same proportion of protein in one 

ration as they do in the other. 
58 59 60 

Wing, Dawson, 1Iaughan, 
24 

'Talbot 
25 

and Wylie all 

working with dairy heifers that on the average made practi

cally normal gains, obtained the following averages: 

TABLE VI. 

E1TERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR GRO'iHNG DAIRY HEIFERS. 

No. of Av.wt. Av.ener- Energy Energy Gain .&1ergy 
Author animals Lbs. gy per day for main- for per for 1 

therms tenance growth day Ib.gain 
per day 
(Armsb~) 

therms therms 

Wing 9 152.8 2.86 1.70 1.16 .94 1.23 
Dawson 18 497.7 5.09 3.80 1.29 1.05 1.23 
Maughan 12 503.7 6.39 3.82 2.57 .96 2.68 
Talbot 12 556.5 5.79 4.05 1.74 .78 2.23 
Wylie 12 567.2 6.18 4.10 2.08 .95 2.19 
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61 
Norton fo~~d with calves that gained 1.57 pounds per 

day for the first twelve months, that they required 2.93 

therms for ea.ch pound gained. This included maintenance. 
62 

At the Indiana Station, growing steers required nutrients 

for one pound of growth and maintenance as follows: 

Age 
of 

Animal 

weight at 
beginning 

Lbs. 

Calves 474 
Yearlings 684 
Two year 966 

olds 

7c 

Nutrients for 1 pound 
growth, including main

tenance 
&1ergy Digestible 
therms proteins (lb) 

6.16 
7.52 
9.30 

.78 

.96 
1.19 

Armsby states that more net energy will be required 

for a pound of gain when an animal is fat than when it is 

thin, due to the fact that the thin animal will include more 

water and body protein in the gain than a fat animal will. 
63 

This statement is substantiated by work done by Georgeson 
64 

and also by Mumford. 
65 

Gouin and Andouard foUnd that growing cattle used 

67.6 per cent of the energy of the assimilated matter for 

growth. 
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OBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATIOn 

The object of this investigation was to study the 

energy requirements of dairy heifers for normal growth. 

The purpose was to study the influence of several factors 

on energy requirements. This problem. of a necessity. in

cluded a consideration of the energy requirement for main

tenance. 

It is a well known fact that a respiration calorimeter 

is essential for the exact determination of energy require

ments. However, there is every reason to believe that at 

least al;proxirflate results may be obtained from accurate 

records of feed consumed and gains made by a large number 

of growing animals kept under normal conditions. 

The author realizes that the character of the data 

at hand, altho large in volume is not sufficiently com

plete in certain respects to justify definite conclusions 

. concerning the energy requirement of dairy heifers for 

normal growth. However, the hope was that it would be 

possible to contribute some additional knowledge on this 

subject and to at least begin an investigation of the 

problem. 
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EX:PERIME.NTAL DATA. 

Source of Experimental Data. 

The Dairy Department of the University of Missouri 

has cond.ucted several experilnents Vii th dairy neifers. 

The heifers used in these experiments were carefully 

weighed and tleasured a.nd a record kept of the feed con

sumed. In this way the department has accumulated a 

large amount of experimental data relating to this sub

ject. 

From this data it was possible to seleot for our 

study a considerable number of records of heifers of 

different ages that had made practically normal growth 

while receiving different rations. 

In addition to the material obtained from this 

available data, maintenance trials were oonduoted on 

two young heifers. 
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1'.ETHOD OF STUDYING EXJ?ERI1iENTAL DATA 

The records of the individual heifers ·used in this 

study and given in the various tables of.experimental data, 

were carefully selected from the standpoint of sup~lying 

data on the particular point under consideration. In the 

light of our present knowledge of the factors which may 

limit growth, this was obviously necessary. All of the . ' 

records used in our data, unless otherwise designated, 

are o:t' heifers that were receiving rations which, accord-

ing to ~ur present knowledge of nutrition, were adequate 

for growth. 

The standard used for determining whether a heifer had 

made normal growth was one compiled by Eckles and swett of 

the Dairy Department. This data was obtained by weighing 

and measuring a group of dairy heifers. The average weights 

and measurements of these heifers from birth to the age of 

two years are given in Table VII. 

From the standpoint of energy requirement the strik

ing fact brought out in this table is that the growth of 

the different breeds for the first two years is almost 

exactly the same in proportion to their size when two 

years of age. On the average, the Jersey, during the 

first year, makes sixty-three per cent of the weight and 

eighty-nine per cent of the height that it attains when it 

is two years old. The Ayrshire makes sixty per cent of 
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TABLE VII 

NORMAL GROV1TH OF DAIRY HEIFERS 

A;Lrshires Jerseys HOLsteins 
Age in wi thers ~'ieight withers 'Neignt Withers \'leight 
~jl onths em. Ibs. em. Ibs. em. 1bs. 

1 70.0 90 70.3 76 76.8 121 
2 75.0 128 74.7 105 82.0 157 
3 79.3 170 79.3 140 86.8 200 
4 84.2 218 83.9 174 92.0 249 
5 89.2 254 89.3 222 96.5 302 
6 92.6 286 93.7 260 100.9 349 
7 94.8 304 96.8 302 104.0 389 
8 97.8 336 99.8 340 107.1 425 
9 99.1 366 102.8 376 109.1 466 

10 100.8 406 105.0 407 111.2 501 
11 101.0 427 106.5 432 112.6 529 
12 103.5 456 108.3 456 114.0 558 
13 10.50 486 110.1 480 115.7 574 
14 106.8 533 111.4 503 117.4 596 
15 107.8 547 112.7 520 118.8 612 
16 108.5 560 113.4 533 IGO.3 643 
17 109.5 579 114.6 553 121.3 660 
18 111.2 604 115.6 572 121.8 686 
19 112.3 627 116.8 598 122.7 715 
20 113.4 651 117.5 621 123.8 746 
21 114.1 679 118.1 649 124.3 774 
22 115.3 707 118.9 668 124.9 796 
23 115.9 733 119 .• 8 689 125.7 824 
24 116.5 759 120.4 716 126.5 841 
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the weight and eighty-nine per cent of .the height, while 

the Holstein makes sixty-six per cent of the weight and 

ninety per cent of the height reached at the age of two 

years. 

The energy requirement for maintenance, as given by 
55 

Armsby in his 1916 standard was used throughout our cal-

culations of the amount of energy available for growth. 

Our conclusions are based on the total net energy that 

the animal received for a day, or for each hundredweight 

a day, and the net energy required for one pound of gain 

in weight. 

To determine the energy required for one POill1d of 

gain, the energy required for maintenance, according to 

Armsby, was subtracted from the energy received for a day. 

Irhe energy remaining after the. t required for maintenance 

was deducted, was considered to be the amount available 

for growth. This figure divided by the daily gain in 

pounds gave the energy used for one pound of gain. 
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DISCUSSION OF EXl'ERThlENTAL DATA 

TRE EHERGY REQUIREMENT FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF DAIRY HEIFERS 

Plan of Trial. In order to determine the energy re

quirement for the growth of dairy heifers it is fundamental 

to know the amount of the energy of the ration that is used 

for maintenanoe. 
55 

arIDsby's feeding standard is the only one that gives 

the energy requirement of heifers for maintenanoe. "Strict 

accuraoy" is not olaimed for this standard as it was form

ulated from the requirements of older animals. 

The objeot of this trial was to determine the result 

of feeding to heifers, the amount of energy that is speci

fied by Armsby as being suffioient to maintain them. 

There are obviously many diffioulties to be overcome 

in determining the maintenance requirement of a growing 

animal. The accuraoy of a short trial may be questioned 

but it is apparent that, admitting the danger of drawing 

wrong oonolusions from a short feeding period, the errors 

introduoed by the demand of an animal for growth make a 

trial of long duration out of the question. 

Heifers Used. The heifers used were two thrifty Hol

stein-Friesian heifers, 180 days old, that were praotically 

normal in weight and skeleton growth. 
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Ration Fed. The ration used was made up of alfalfa 

hay, timothy hay and ground corn. It is believed that this 

ration meets the nutritional re ~uirements as now understood 

and was therefore adequate for the wellbeing of the heifers. 

The amoIDlt of feed consumed by the heifers and the 

composition of the ration, to gether with the energy re

quirements as given by Armsby, are contained in Table VIII. 

The calculations of the composition of the feeds used 
7 

are based on Armsby's most r ecent tables. 

Records. Accurate records were kept of all feeds con-

sumed. The quantity of each feed given was carefully weigh

ed and recorded on feed sheets kept in the barn for that 

purpose. 

stabling. The heifers were kept in stalls built 

especially for trials of this nature. They were bedded 

with shavings. 

Wei e;hts and Measurements. weights were taken at the 

time that the heifers were put on a preliminary feeding 

period, ten days previous to the beginning of the trial. 

weights were taken on three successive days at the be

gilliling of the trial and at ten day intervals. an average 

was made of these three successive weights and this figure 

used as the oasis for calculations. 

The height at withers was the only measurement made 

of the growth in skeleton of the heifers used in this 

trial, and was taken at the end of each ten day period. 
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TABLE VIII 

FEED AIID IHJiJ:RIENTS COrrSUIiJID 

HEIGHT AIID WEIGHT OF lTNO HEI1i'ERS IN MAIlJTENAI~CE TRIAL 

10 Day 
Period 

Prelim. 

Digestible 
Corn Alfalfa Timothy crude 

protein 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Holstein Heifers H-l 

10 15 40 3.54 
Beginning 

1 10 15 40 3.54 
2. 10 15 40 3.54 
:3 10 15 40 3.54 
4 10 15 40 3.54 

Net 
Energy 

T. 

30.9 

30.9 
30.9 
30.9 
30.9 

Total 40 60 160 14.16 123.6 
Ave. 
per day 1.0 1.5 4.0 .354 3.09 

Al'msby I s standard .295 3.04 

Holstein Heifers H-2 

Prelim. 10 15 35 
Beginning 

1 10 15 35 3.39 28.5 
2. 10 15 35 3.39 28.5 
3 10 15 35 3.39 28.5 

Total 30 45 105 10.17 85.5 
Ave. 
per day 1.0 1.5 3.5 .339 2.85 

Armsby's standard .279 2.85 

Weight Height 

Lbs. Lbs. 

355 99.83 
365 
355 101.16 

365.7 101.66 
367.6 102.83 
381.3 103.08 

328 100.5 
329 100.66 
335.3 101.16 
330 101.33 
338.3 101.66 
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Results Obtained. The data by ten day periods of each 

of the animals used is given in Table "VIII. The data in

cludes the kind and amount of food consumed, the digestible 

crude protein, net energy value, together with the weight 

and height at withers at the beginning of the trial and 

the end of each period. 

Discussion of Data. A comparison of the digestible 

crude protein and net energy contained in the ration of 
66 

our heifers, with the reqUirements, according to Arms by , 

for heifers of their weight, shows that these heifers were 

receiving an adequate supply of protein and almost exactly 

the amount of energy given as the requirement for heifers 

of their weight by Armsby. 

The normal daily gain in weight for a heifer six 

months of age is 1.33 pounds and the normal increase in 

height at withers is .1~3 oentimeters in a day. The normal 

weight and height of these heifers at the end of the trial 

should have been 404.6 pounds and 105.4 centimeters for H 1 

and 397.4 pounds and 104.7 centimeters for H 2. 

The weights of these heifers were more constant during 

the trial than one could hope for, beoause of the fact that 

the weight of cattle varies from day to day. So far as 

can be judged by weight these heifers were in maintenance. 

Altho the number of animals is too limited and the time too 

short to be of great Significance, the data show the energy 

requirement for the maintenance of these animals nearly 

check the figures as given by Armsby. 
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Whether the increase in weight by H 1, at the end of 

the last period, has any significance is a question. The 

weight of both animals show somewhat of an upward tendency 

and it may be that this indicates, as has been observed by 

others, that after becoming accustomed to a maintenance 

ration, a vigorous animal will be able to make some gain 

in weight. 

The skeleton growth of heifers is very slow and it is 

difficult to take accurate measurements of this growth. 

The wide limit of. error and the short perioucovered will 

not admit of any definite conclusions but the data show 

that skeleton growth took place at a retarded rate. H 1 

made 30.6 per cent of the normal growth, as indicated by 

the height at the withers, and H ~ made 32.2 per cent of 

the normal growth. 

A review of our data emphasizes the fact that several 

trials should be conducted with heifers of various ages 

before we can arrive at any definite conclusions. 
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INFLUENCE OF AGE OlI THE ENERGY RE:.tUIREhlEHT FOR GROWTH 

The d.ata on the influence of age on the energy require-

ment for the growth of dairy heifers are contained in Tables 

IX and X. Table IX contains the records of heifers for 

ninety-six periods of thirty days each, for ages varying 

from three to twenty months. Table X gives a summary of 

the data contained in Table IX, arranged according to the 

age of the heifers in each group. 

The outstanding fact that seems apparent from the data 

contained in Tables IX and X is that the ener~~ requirement 

for a hundredweight is higher for a young heifer than an 

older one and that it decreases with the age of the heifer. 

There are two probable reasons for this. First, we have 

already observed that the maintenance requirement is higher 
79c 

for young animals than for older ones. Second, the growth 

impulse is much stronger in the young animal which results 

in a much greater gain in proportion to their size than is 

the case with older animals. The calves three months of age 

would add 35.4 pounds, in a month, to their weight, which 

is a gain of 21.7 per cent of their total weight. The 

heifers fifteen to eighteen months of age, gaining 1.03 

pounds a da~T would gain 30.9 pounds a month, which repre

sents only 5.2 per cent of their total weight. The energy 

received for a hundredweight by the older heifers is to 

that received by the younger heifers as 1 is to ~.8. The 
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TABLE IX 

rNFLUE1:CE OF AGE ON ENERGY RE~UrRElCEl."iJT 

30 DAY PERIODS 

Net Energ;z Eer Da;z 
For Gain Energy ~1ergy 

Heifer Age Ave. Tota.1 Mainten- For per for per day 
Wt. re- ance Growth day 1 lb. per cwt 

ceived Armsb~ 

No. Mo. Lbs. T. T. T Lbs. T. T. 

Three Months Old Group 

200 3 156 3.23 1.74 1.54 1.00 .88 
235 3 149 3.25 1.70 1.55 1.17 1.3~ 
105 3 150 3.76 1.70 2.06 1.57 1.31 
201 3 198 3.40 2.05 1.35 1.00 1.35 

Ave. 3 163 3.42 1.81 1.61 1.18 1.36 2.98 

Four Months Old Group 

326 4 173 3.91 1.88 2.03 1.70 1.19 
235 4 185 4.33 1.95 2.38 1.17 2.03 
105 4 171 4.86 1.84 3.02 1.70 1.78 
301 4 146 3.67 1.70 1.97 1.17 1.69 
200 4 180 3.53 1.91 1.62 .93 1.72 
201 4 232 3.16 2.26 .90 1.40 .64 

87 4 159 3.29 1.77 1.52 1.17 1.30 

Ave. 4 178 3.82 1.91 1.91 1.32 1.45 2.14 

Five llonths Old Group 

326 5 204 4.60 2.09 2.51 1.50 1.67 
235 5 250 5.08 2.40 2.68 1.73 1.55 
105 5 239 5.62 2.33 3.29 1.83 1.80 
301 5 175 3.30 1.88 1.42 1.03 1.38 
200 5 210 4.03 2.12 1.91 1.20 1.69 

1 5 147 3 .46 1.70 1.76 1.17 1.50 
325 5 155 3.54 1.74 1.80 1.00 1.80 
201 5 257 4.33 2.46 1.87 1.10 1.70 

87 5 198 3.97 2.05 1.92 1.27 1.51 

Lve. 5 204 4.22 2.09 2:13 1.54 1.38 2.07 
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TABLE IX continued 

INFLL-:2:HCE OF AGE OU EnERGY 3EQ UIR.81iEN T 

30 DAY PERIODS 

Het .Ener~~r !Jer DS;E 
For Gain Energy Energy 

Heifer Age A-ve. Total lIainten- For per for per day 
wt. re- rulee Growth day 1 lb. per cwt 

ceived Armsby 

No. Mo. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

Six Months Old Group 

301 6 199 3.95 2.05 1.90 1.33 1.43 
200 6 240 4.45 2.33 2.12 1.11 1.91 

1 6 179 3.41 1.91 1.50 1.53 .98 
325 6 17 rl 4.07 1.91 2.16 1.23 1.75 
201 6 304 4.65 2.71 1.94 1.76 1.10 

87 6 258 4.00 2.46 1.54 1.60 .96 
130 6 282 5.17 2.57 2.60 1.06 2.46 

Ave. 6 234 4.24 2.30 1.94 1.37 1.42 1.B1 

Eight ~o Ten 1i:onths Old Group 

2 9.5 441 7.54 3.46 4.08 1.46 2.79 
13 9.0 348 5.28 2.96 2.32 1.08 2.15 

216 ~.O 597 9.01 4.24 4.77 1.17 4.07 
220 9.0 552 6.B5 4.03 2.86 1.17 2.44 
223 9.0 538 8.42 3.98 4.44 1.46 3.04 
225 9.0 542 7.50 3.98 3.52 1.28 2.90 
130 8.5 324 5.17 2.82 2.35 .89 2.64 
280 9.5 400 5.14 3.24 1.90 1.29 1.47 

Ave. 9.1 468 0.86 3.63 5.23 1.23 2.63 1.47 

Ten to Twelve Months Old Group 

279 10.5 485 5.11 3.72 1.39 1.28 1.08 
278 11.5 378 3.88 3.13 .75 1.00 .75 
274 11.5 486 4.46 3.72 .74 .96 .77 
128 11.5 378 4.03 3.13 .90 1.00 .90 
275 11.5 487 4.61 3.72 .89 1.30 .69 
276 11.5 513 5.04 3.87 1.17 1.26 .93 
102 10.5 381 4.94 3.13 1.81 .81 2.23 
249 11.5 457 5.49 3.55 1.94 .76 2.55 
108 12.0 389 4.98 3.18 1.80 .SO 2.25 
255 11.0 444 4.99 2.43 2.56 .91 2.81 

Ave. 11.3 440 4.75 3.46 1.29 1.01 1.28 1.08 
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TABLE IX continued 

INFLUENCE OF AGE ON mJERGY RZQUIREhlE1~T 

30 DAY :PERIODS 

Net Ener{£;'i ller Dal 
For Gain ~1ergy Energy 

Heifer Age Ave. Total 1:iainten- For per for per day 
wt. re- ance Growth day 1 lb. per cwt 

ceived Armsb;z 

110. Mo. Lbs. 1. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

Twelve to Fifteen Months Old Group 

98 16.0 555 4.81 4.06 .76 .34 2.~3 
100 13.0 440 5.42 3.46 1.96 .87 2.48 
101 12.6 486 6.74 3.72 2.52 .96 2.65 
245 15.0 632 6.25 4.40 1.85 .83 2.23 
246 13.0 649 7.61 4.49 3.12 1.13 2.76 
248 13.5 583 5.56 4.19 1.37 .64 2~14 
249 12.0 457 5.49 3.58 1.91 .76 2.77 
254 13.5 625 7.41 4.38 3.03 1.10 2.'16 
105 14.5 490 5.92 3.74 2.18 .81 2.69 
317 15.0 577 6.41 4.17 2.24 1.29 1.74 
263 13.0 606 7.13 4.28 2.85 1.48 1.92 
262 15.0 6~2 6.26 4.21 2.05 1.17 1.75 
113 13.0 451 5.37 3.52 1.85 .51 3.62 
264 13.0 650 9.99 4.49 5.50 1.61 3.41 

11 15.0 425 4.84 3.38 1.46 .81 1.80 
39 15.0 405 4.78 3.27 1.51 .77 1.96 
14 15.0 426 5.07 3.38 1.69 .68 2.48 

215 15.0 539 5.41 3.98 1.43 .54 2.65 
219 15.0 510 4.50 3.66 .66 .99 .67 
222 15.0 495 5.59 3.77 1.82 1.09 1.67 
224 15.0 463 4.86 3.60 1.26 .74 1.70 

2 15.0 712 8.81 4.76 4.05 1.56 2.59 
8 15.0 525 7.38 3.92 3.46 1.34 2.68 

127 12.5 385 3.93 3.16 .77 .77 1.00 
278 11.5 378 3.88 3.13 .75 1.00 .75 
274 11.5 486 4.46 3.72 .74 .96 .77 
275 11.5 487 4.61 3.72 .89 1.30 .68 

Ave. 13.8 519 5.83 3.89 1.94 .9'1 2.00 1.12 
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TABLE IX continued 

I NFLUENCE OF AGE ON ENERGY RE(-~UI:rmJEHT 

30 DAY J?ERIODS 

" 

Net Enerf;iil Eer Da~ 
:&'or Gain Energy Energy 

Heifer Age Ave. Total Mainten- For per for per day 
wt. re- ance Growth day 1 lb. per cwt 

ceivedArmsbl 

No. Mo. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

Fifteen to Eighteen :Months Old Group 

243 18.0 724 7.16 4.84 2.32 .99 2.34 
244 16.5 581 5.61 4.17 1.44 .95 1.52 
104 16.5 542 5.90 3.98 1.92 .82 2.34 
316 17.0 534 5.52 3.96 1.56 1.08 1.44 
258 17.5 701 10.84 4.76 6.12 1.62 3.78 
318 17.5 612 7.02 4.31 2.71 1.23 2.23 
125 16.5 505 5.70 3.82 1.87 .79 2.37 
271 17.f5 677 7.11 4.61 2.50 . 1.16 2.1f5 
324 16.5 610 5.68 4.31 1.37 .62 2.21 
272 16.5 624 5.75 4.38 1.37 .99 1.38 
325 15.5 435 4.53 3.44 1.09 1.07 1.02 

Ave. 16.9 595 6.44 4.24 2.~O 1.03 2.14 1.08 

Eighteen to Tvfenty-One Months Old Group 

96 18.0 551 5.63 4.03 1.60 .82 1.99 
251 19.5 786 7.96 5.10 2.86 .75 3.81 
252 18.5 691 6.50 4.67 1.83 .63 2.90 
11 21.0 544 5.42 4.01 1.41 •• 46 3.06 
14 21.0 f548 5.58 4.03 1.55 .60 2.58 

215 21.0 656 5.78 4.51 1.27 .76 1.67 
219 21.0 699 6.97 4.72 2.25 1.09 2.06 
222 21.0 644 6.76 4.47 2.29 .65 3.52 
224 21.0 583 5.93 4.19 1.74 .60 2.90 

8 21.0 699 6.40 4.72 1.68 .59 2.84 
220 21.0 1019 9.61 6.00 3.61 1.43 2.52 
121 18.5 561 5.08 4.08 1.00 .90 1.11 
270 20.5 834 6.56 5.31 1.25 1.53 .82 

Ave. 20.3 678 6.47 4.63 1.84 .83 2.22 .95 
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TABLE X 

I NFLUENCE OF AGE 0 l~ EN ERG Y RE\J. UIBEMEIIT 

SUW.:A.RY 

Net Energy Per Da~ Energy 
:ifeight Armsby Total Per For for 1 Gain 

Age Weight Armsby Standard Heceived cwt. Growth lb. per 
for cwt ~ain da~_ 

110. Lbs. Lbs. T. T. T. T. T. Lbs. 

3 163 165 3.60 3.42 2. 98 .99 1.36 1.18 

4 178 202 3.77 3.82 2.14 1.07 1.45 1.32 

5 204 238 3.93 4.22 2.07 1.04 1.38 1.54 

6 234 275 4.10 4.24 1.81 .83 1.42 1.37 

9 468 325 4.40 6.86 1.47 .69 2.63 1.23 

11 440 375 4.87 4.75 1.08 .29 1.28 1.01 

14 519 450 5.53 5.83 1.12 .37 2.00 .97 

17 595 525 6.18 6.44 1.08 .37 2.14 1.03 

20 678 600 6.80 6.47 .95 .27 2.22 .83 
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per cent of gain made by the older animals is to that made 

by the younger as 1 is to 4.2. This is in accord with the 

well YwlOWn fact that has been repeatedly brought out in 

nutrition studies that a young animal uses a larger pro

portion of the nutrients of its ration for growth than an 

older a.nimal. 

The average amount of energy available for growth for 

a hundredweight, as swmnarized in Table X, indicates clear

ly that the young animal has much more energy available 

for growth for a hundredweight than an older animal and that 

the a.mount available decreases as the animal matures. The 

heifers three and four months of age use forty-nine per cent 

of the energy of the feed for growth. Those twelve to 

eighteen months of age use for growth only thirty-four per 

cent of the energy received. 

According to the data in Table X the energy requirement 

for a pound of gain is less for a young heifer than an older 

one and it increases with the age of the heifer. There may 

be other factors which influence this condition but the 

only satisfactory explanation that 'has been advanced is 

that the gain in weight of the young heifer is made up of 

more water and protein and less fat than the gain made by 

a more mature animal. The reason for this is that the 

animal stores up 1.67 times as much energy in a pound of 

fat as in a pound of protein. It is thus evident that a 

gain of live weight in a young anir!'.al represents the stor-



ing up of less energy than a similar gain in an older 

animal in which the gain contains a higher percentage of 

fat. 

The above explanation does not seem sufficient to ac-

count for the difference between the energ~r requirement for 

a pound of gain in young and older heifers as practical 

observation does not lead us to believe that the gains made 

by an older heifer, receiving a large proportion of roughage, 

consist of more fat than the gains made by a younger heifer, 

that is usually fed either milk or a liberal allowance of 

grain. 'tTllile no defini te conclusions can be arrived at 

from the data at hand, it is not improbable that a young 

heifer may utilize the energy of its ration more effici

entl;y than an older animal. 

comparing the energy requirement for one pound of 
55a 

gain as set forth by Armsby to the requirement of the 

heifers whose records we are considering, we find that 
• our heifers required about ten per cent less net energy 

for a pound of gain than the amounts specified by Armsby. 

There is such a variation between the average weights 

of the heifers in the several groups and the weights as 

given by Armsby for heifers of the same age, that no 

satisfactory comparison can be made to the energy require-

ment as set forth in Armsby's standard. The groups of 

heifers six months of age and younger average below the 

weights as given by Armsby and all of the groups nine 
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months of age and older average heavier than the weights 

as given by Armsby for the age specified. The first six 

heifers in the group nine months of age are known to have 

been on a high plane of nutrition. However. it is inter

esting to note that in six groups out of the nine, the 

average figures show that these heifers received more ener

gy than Armsby's standard would allow. 
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THE HJFLUElWE OF WEIGHT ON THE ElJERGY REQUIREMENT 

FOR GROWTH 

The data on the in:fluence of weight on the energy re

quirement for the growth of dairy heifers are contained in 

Table XI and XII. Table XI contains the records of heifers 

for thirty days each, with weights varying from 150 to 700 

pounds. Table XII gives a' summary of the data contained 

in Table XI, arranged according to the weight of the heifers 

in each group. 

Weight apparently has a decided influence on the energy 

requirements for the growth of heifers. Because of the fact 

that the weight increases with the age it is rather diffi

cult to determine whether the variation in energy require

ment apparently resulting from weight is due primarily to 

the weight or to the age of the animal. Our rather limited 

knowledge of the effect of age on the "growth impulse" 

would lead us to believe that age has the greater influence. 

On the other hand because of the fact that animals vary so 

in weight, at the same age, it is evident that the weight of 

the animal after all is the most praotical basis on which to 

formulate a standard of energy requirement. 

The data in Table XII shows very decidedly that in 

order to make normal growth a light anilnal requires mora 

energy to the hundredweight than a heavier animal and that 

the energy requirement decreases with the inorease in 
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TABLE XI 

INFLU'EECE OF WEIGH~ on ENERGY REQ.UIRE1~NTS 

30 DAY PERIODS 

Net Energl Eer Del 
Average Total For Gain Energy Energy 

Heifer Weight Received llainten- For per per per 
ance Growth day 1 lb. cwt 

( Armsby) gain 

No. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

150 Pound Group 

326 155 3.05 1.74 1.31 1.27 1.03 
235 152 3.52 1.70 1.82 1.17 1.56 
105 152 3.61 1.70 1.91 1.28 1.49 

1 145 4.02 1.70 2.32 1.17 2.00 
325 145 3.79 1.70 2.09 .77 2.71 
201 150.5 3.03 1.70 1.33 1.47 .96 

Ave. 149.9 3.50 1.'70 1.so 1.19 1.51 2.33 

200 Pound Group 

105 200 4.87 2.05 2.82 1.70 1.66 
301 198 3.74 2.05 1.69 1.33 1.27 
200 202 3.31 2.05 1.26 1.43 .88 
201 201 3.40 2.05 1.35 .93 1.45 

87 197 3.96 2.05 1.95 1.17 1.65 

Ave. 200 3.86 2.05 1.8l 1.Z1 1.38 1.93 

250 Pound Grou~ 

235 247 5.05 2.40 2.6 1.73 1.50 
105 255 2.85 2.43 .42 1.83 .23 
200 255 4.59 2.43 2.16 1.77 1.22 

87 245 4.37 2.37 2.00 1.33 1.50 
201 250 3.58 2.40 1.18 1.10 1.07 

Ave. 250 4.09 2.40 1.69 1.56 1.09 1.64 
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TABLE XI continued 

IHFLUElJCE OF WEIGHT ON ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

30 DAY PERIODS 

IJet Energl :Eer Da~ 
Lverage Total For Gain Energy Energy 

Heifer Weight Recei ved l~ainten- For per per per 
ance Growth day 1 lb. cwt. 

(Armsby) gain 

No. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

400 Pound Grou12 

102 400 5.08 3.24 1.84 1.03 1.79 
100 401 5.47 3.24 2.24 1.33 1.69 
249 400 4.99 3.24 1.75 1.00 1.75 

93 400 5.60 3.24 2.36 1.07 2.21 
314 400 3.81 3.24 1.30 .89 1.46 

Ave. 400 4.99 3.24 1.75 1.02 1.72 1.25 

500 Pound Grou12 

90 497 5.44 3.80 1.64 .71 2.31 
101 481 5.77 3.69 2.08 1.03 2.02 
100 500 5.38 3.80 1.58 .90 1.76 
244 510 5.38 . 3.85 1.53 1.20 1.28 

98 522 5.05 3.89 1.16 .83 1.40 
249 483 5.47 3.72 1.45 1.00 1.45 

AYe. 499 5.42 3.80 1.62 .95 1.71· 1.08 

600 Pound Grou:E 

239 600 6.19 4.26 1.93 .73 2.64 
246 607 7.15 4.28 2.87 1.83 1.57 

95 615 5.05 4.33 .72 1.00 .72 
98 585 4.93 4.19 .74 .67 1.10 

246 601 6.73 4.26 2.47 1.60 1.65 

Ave. 601 6.01 4.26 1.75 1.15 1.52 1.00 
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TABLE XI continued 

INFLUENCE OP WEIGHT ON ENERGY REQUIREM.ENTS 

30 DAY PERIODS 

Average Total For Gain Energy Energy 
Heifer Weight Received Mainten- For per per per 

ance Growth day 1 lb. cwt. 
( Armsb~) gain 

No. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

700 I'ound GrauE 

239 715 7.18 4.79 2.39 .83 2.84 
246 703 7.63 4.74 2.89 1.33 2.17 
245 700 6.73 4.72 2.01 1.40 1.45 

9 670 5.05 4.58 .47 .50 .94 

Ive. 697 6.65 4.'72 1.93 1.02 1.89 .95 

TABLE XII 

INFLUENCE OF WEIGHT ON ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

SUMMARY 

Net Energt Per Dal Energy Per cent 
Armsby's To a1 Per For for Gain difference 

Weight Standard Received cwt.Growth 1 lb. per Armsby vs. 
Eer cwt gain dal thesis. 

Lbs. T. T. T. T. T. Lbs. 

150 3.50 3.50 2.33 1.20 1.51 1.19 1 .01" 
200 3.76 3.86 1.93 .91 1.38 1.31 -2.6 
250 3.99 4.09 1.64 .67 1.09 1.55 2.5 
400 5.10 4.99 1.25 .44 1.72 1.02 2.1 
500 5.97 5.42 1.08 .32 1.71 .95 9.2 
600 6.80 6.01 1.00 .29 1.52 1.15 11.6 
700 7.60 6.65 .95 .28 1.89 1.02 12.5 
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weight. This is probably due, as noted uncler the influence 

of age on energy requirements, to the high maintenance re

quirements of young animals and to the fact that the younger 

an animal is the larger .gains does it make in proportion • 

to the size of its body. 

A light animal has available for growth considerably 

more energy to the hundredweight than a heavier animal and 

the amount available for growth decreases as the weight in

creases. Comparing the 150 pound and 200 pound grouJE of 

heifers to the 600 pound and 700 pound heifers in Table XII 

we find that the former groups used on the average forty

nine per cent of the total energy received for growth while 

the latter groups used only twenty-nine per cent of the 

energy received for growth. This again emphasizes the fact 

that the young animal has a greater "growth impulse" and 

utilizes a larger proportion of its ration for growth. 

The energy required by a light animal for a pound of 

gain seems to be somewhat less than the amount that a 

heavier animal requires. This is somewhat of a contrast 

to the results noted un~er the effect of age on the energy 

requirement for a pound of gain in that the energy require

ment for a pound of gain does not increase as much with the 

weight of an animal as it does with the age of the animal. 

The daily energy requirement of these heifers show a 

gradual increase, altho not in proportion to the weights. 

The data as compiled in j \'. blc XII show that the heifers 
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weighing from 150 to 400 pounds received, on the average, 

practically the same amount of energy that is given in 

Armsby's standard for heifers of that weight. The heifers 

weighing from 500 to 700 pounds received from 9 to 12.5 per 

cent less energy than Armsby gives for heifers of that 

weight. In this connection it should be noted that the 

animals of each group averaged twenty per cent better than 
55b 12 

normal gains according to Armsby or Eckles. 
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THE InFLUENCE OF :J:HE RATE 01!' GAIN 

ON ENERGY REQUIREMENT FOR GROWTH 

Tne data on the effect of the rate of gain on energy 

requirement for growth are contained in Tables XIII and 

XIV. Table XIII contains the records of forty heifers 

each for a period of 150 days. The rate of gain of these 

heifers varied from less than five-tenths of a pound to 

over a pound a day. Table XIV gives a SUffil~1ary of the 

data contained in Table XIII, arranged according to the 

rate of gain of the heifers in each group. 

A consideration of the effect of the rate of gain on 

the energy requirement of the heifers whose records were 

studied seems to indicate that the rate of gain and the 

amount of energy available for growth vary almost directly 

with the amoU11t of energy supplied in the ration. The 

group that made small gains received twenty-five per cent 

less energy than the amount specified in Armsbyts standard. 

The groups making from .5 to .75 pound and .75 to 1 pound 

of gain in a day. received thirteen per cent and seven 

per cent respectively less energy and the large gain group 

received nine per cent more energy than would be allowed 

by Armsby' s standard. 

The heifers in the group making small gains were not 

receiving a ration adequate for growth. Their ration was 

deficient i n protein. However. this group was evidently 

not receiving energy enough for normal growth and the en-
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TABLE XIII. 

III};' L UEn C E OJ' RATE 01!' GAlE orr 
.L' EEERG Y RE~2 UIRElJEHT S 

150 DAY FEHIODS 

lJet Energt Eer Da~ Energy Energy 
Average 110ta For Gain for per day 

Heifer ''veight Received Mainten- For per 1 lb. per C\,lt 

ance Growth 
(Armsb~) 

day gain 

r:-o. Lbs. rn T. T. Lbs. T. T • .... . 
Group Gaining Less Than .5 Lb. per Da~ 

265 500 4.59 3.80 .79 .24 3.29 
116 286 2.87 2.60 .27 .27 1.00 
322 313 3.43 2.76 .67 .21 3.19 

96 634 5.19 4.42 .77 .25 3.08 
Ave. 433 4.02 3.44 .58 .24 2.42 .93 

Group Gaining .51 to .75 Lb. Eer Da~ 

324 610 5.68 4.31 1.37 .62 2.21 
252 691 6.50 4.67 1.83 .63 2.90 
109 332 4.48 2.85 1.63 .67 2.43 
113 451 5.37 3.52 1.85 .51 3.63 
260 587 5.42 4.19 1.23 .68 1.81 
248 583 5.56 4.19 1.37 .64 2.11 
Ave. 542 5.50 3.98 1.52 .63 t:!.41 1.01 

Group Gaining 1 or more Lbs. Eer Da;z 

246 649 7.61 4.49 2.12 1.13 1.88 
249 741 7.29 4.86 2.43 1.06 2.25 
102 667 6.95 4.56 2.39 1.08 2.29 
317 577 6.41 4.15 2.26 1.29 1.75 
316 534 5.52 3.96 1.56 1.08 1.44 
254 625 7.41 4.38 3.03 1.10 2.75 
263 606 7.13 4.79 2.34 1.48 1.55 
262 592 8.86 4.38 1.88 1.17 1.61 
264 650 9.99 4.49 5.50 1.61 3 .42 
258 701 10.84 4.7i:! 6.12 1.62 3.78 
320 600 9.42 4.26 5.16 1.67 3.09 
318 612 7.02 4.31 2.?1 1 .)n 2.23 .... ,Q 

Ave. 630 7.65 4.40 3.G5 1.'=!9 2.52 1.21 
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TABLE XIII continued 

nIFLUENCE 0"" ...: RATE OF GAIN on ELT ~~HGY R2,<UIRELIE!JTS 

150 DAY PERIODS 

r.r et Energy Eer nal Energy 
Average Total ]'or For Gain for Energy 

He ifer t:[eight Heceived.. Eaintel1- Growth per 1 lb. per day 
unce day gain per cwt 

(Armsb;z) 

IJo. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. m T • .J..' 

Group Gaining .75 to 1.0 Lb. per Day 

130 324 5.17 ~.8~ 2.35 .89 2.64 
125 505 5.70 3.83 1.87 .79 2.37 
1~7 385 3.93 3.16 .77 .77 1.00 
121 561 5.08 4.08 1.00 .90 1.11 
326 450 4.39 3.52 .87 .82 1.06 
~51 786 7.96 5.10 2.86 .75 3.81 
108 389 4.98 3.18 1.80 .80 2.25 
105 490 5.92 3.74 2.18 .81 2.69 
255 444 4.99 3.49 1.50 .91 1.64 
104 542 5.90 3.98 1.92 .82 2.04 
101 486 5.74 3.72 2.02 .95 2.13 
102 381 4.94 3.13 1.81 .81 2.23 
243 724 7.16 4.84 2.32 .99 2.34 
245 632 G.25 4.40 1.85 .83 2.23 
249 457 5.49 3.35 1.94 .76 2.41 

96 551 5.63 4.03 1.60 .82 1.99 
100 440 5.42 3.46 1.96 .87 2.25 
244 581 5.61 4.17 1.44 .95 1.52 
Ave. 5u rl 5.57 3.82 1.75 .85 2.06 1.09 
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TABLE XIV 

IIJFLUENCE OF RATE OF GAIN Oi~ ELJERGY RSQUIHEl,:'l1imT 

S Ul.lLiARY 

~ __ ~TI~~e~t~En~~~e~r~g~y~p~e~r~D~a~y=-____ Energy 
Group Armsbyfs Total Per For for Gain 

per 
day 

Gain Weight Standard Received cwt. Growth 1 lb. 
per Cwt. gain 

Lbs. Lbs. T. T. T. T. T. 

-.5 433 5.39 4.02 .93 .12 2.42 
.5-.75 542 6.32 5.50 1.01 .28 2.41 
.75-1.0 507 6.02 5.57 1.09 .34 2.06 
1.0 + 630 7.04 7.65 1.21 .52 2.52 

ergy used for a pound of gain was high. 

Lbs. 

.24 

.63 

.85 
1.29 

The group making subnormal gains of from .5 to .75 

pounds per day, received almost the normal supply of energy 

and the energy required for one pound of gain was high. The 

energy requirement of the group making normal gains of from 

.'15 to 1.0 pound of gain VIas normal in every respect while 

the requirement of the group that made heavy gains was high 

throughout. 

The important lesson to be learned here seems to be 

that the growing heifer will utilize the energy of her ration 

to the best advantage if she is fed so as to make about nor-

mal gains. 
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THE I NFLuM!CE OF WEIGHT I N RELATION TO THE NORMAL 

ON ENERGY REQUIREMENT 

The data on the effect of the weight of the animal in 

relation to the- normal weight on energy requirement for 

growth are contained in Table XV. This table contains the 

records of eighteen heifers, each for a period of 150 days. 

The light weight heifers averaged ten per cent below 

norm~l weight while the heavy weight heifers averaged nine

teen per ceut above normal at the beginning of the period. 

Comparing the records of the group of heifers that 

were below normal weight at the beginning of the feeding 

period to the records of the group that were above normal 

weight, we find that in proportion to weight tIle heavy 

weight group received twenty-seven per cent more energy 

than the light weight heifers. If we deduct the amount of 

energy that normal heifers require for maintenance we find 

that the heavy weight group received eighty-one per cent 

more energy for growth than the light weight group. 

The light weight group apparently required 2.24 therms 

of energy and the heavy weight group required 3.27 therms 

for a pound of gain. The latter made the best gains, av

eraging thirty-three per cent better gains on forty-six 

per cent more energy for a pound of gain than the former. 

It is obviously impossible to get dependable data on 

this phase of the problem without the use of a respiration 

calorimeter. For this reason no definite conclusions can 
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TABLE XV 

INFLUENCE OF WEIGHT AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD 

on ENERGY RE~UIREl.iE.NT 

150 DAY PERIODS 

l"leight Net Energl Eer day Lb. Energy 
Heif- at Normal Total For For Gain for Energy 

er beginn-Weight re- Uainten-Growth per 1 lb. per 
ing ceived ance day gain cwt. 

(Armsby) 

No. Lbs. Lts. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

Li~ht wei~ht at Be~inning of Period 

249 661 832 7.29 4.90 2.39 1.06 2.25 
102 586 636 6.95 4.56 2.39 1.08 2.29 
317 480 516 6.41 4.15 2.26 1.29 1.75 
254 513 531 7.41 4.38 3.03 1.10 2.75 
108 329 391 4.98 3.18 1.80 .80 2.25 
105 430 463 5.92 3.74 2.18 .81 2.69 
252 644 648 6.50 4.67 1.83 .63 2.90 
262 487 548 6.26 4.38 1.88 1.17 1.61 

Ave. 516 571 6.47 4.G5 ~.Z~ .99 ~.24 1.25 

Heayz wei~ht at Be~inning of Pertod 

2 572 456 8.81 3.46 4.35 1.56 ~.79 

216 492 349 9.01 4.24 4.77 1.17 4.08 
220 447 349 6.85 4.03 ::':.82 1.17 ::':.41 
220 657 558 8.31 5.06 3.~5 1.29 2.52 
223 407 349 8.42 3.98 4.44 1.46 3.04 
223 670 558 11.61 5.16 6.45 1.43 4.51 
225 427 349 7.50 3.98 3.52 1.28 2.75 
225 658 558 9.87 5.03 4.84 1.25 3.87 
264 505 480 9.99 4.49 5.50 1.61 3.42 
243 650 612 7.16 4.84 2.32 .99 2.34 

Ave. 549 462 8.'75 4.43 4.32 1.32 3.27 1.59 
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be dravm from our data. 

The results obtained were also complicated by the fact 

that the animals of the two groups varied considerably in 

their rate of gain and that woulcl favor the group making 

nearly normal gains. However, it Vl oul d. seem that the heif-

ers tha t were light weight at the . beginning of the period 

had a lower energy requirement than the heavy weight group. 
4, 25, 66, 67 

This would be expected as we have observed that 

animals usually make larger and more economical gains follow

ing a period when they are under weight. As far ax is known 

this is due to the fact that an animal tl~t has been on a 
4a, 79a 

high plane of nutrition has a high maintenrulce re-

quirement and also that a heavy animal requires more energy 
79a 

for a unit of surface area than a lighter animal. Vie 

know that the heavy weight group had been on a high plane 

of nutrition. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF CHARACT3."l OF RATIOH ON 

EnERGY REQUIRElJiEHT 

The data on the influence of the character of the 

ra.tion on the energy requirement for growth of heifers 

are contained in Tables XVI and XVII. Table XVI contains 

the records of forty-three heifers each for a period of 

150 days. These heifers were receiving rations that diff

ered considerably in the amount of roughage and concentrates 

contained. Table XVII gives a summary of the data contain

ed in Table XVI, arranged according to the ration that the 

heifers received. 

There are available only a limited amount of data of 

heifers which have received rations adequate for growth, 

made up of varying proportions of roughage and concentrates, 

when the heifers were on the same plane of nutrition. For 

this reason no definite conclusions can be drawn as to the 

effect of the relative amounts of concentrates and roughage 

in the ration. 

However, a study of the data at hand in Tables XVI and 

XVII seems to indicate that the energy requirement of the 

heifers receiving a ration made up entirely or largely of 

roughage was lower than where a more concentrated ration 

was fed. 

~he heifers fed on alfalfa alone received less than a 

normal energy supply, but because of their small gains the 

energy requirement for a pound of gain was about normal. 
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TABLE XVI. 

INFLUEnCE OF CHARACTER OF RATION ON ENERGY RE~UIRELIENT 
150 DAY PERIODS 

Average 
Het EnerSl Ear Da;z Energy 

Total For Gain for Energy 
Heifer Weight re- Hainten- For per 1 lb. per day 

ceived ance 
(Armsb~) 

Growth day gain per cwt 

NO. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

Alfalfa GrouE 

11 425 4.84 3.38 1.46 .81 1.80 
11 544 5.42 4.01 1.41 .46 3.06 
39 405 4.78 3.27 1.51 .77 1.96 
14 426 5.07 3.38 1.69 .68 2.46 
14 548 5.58 4.03 1.55 .60 2.58 

215 539 5.41 3.98 1.43 .54 2.65 
219 510 4.50 3.85 .65 .99 .65 
222 495 5.59 3.77 1.82 1.09 1.67 
224 463 4.86 3.60 1.26 .74 1.70 
224 583 5.93 4.19 1.74 .60 2.90 

A.ve. 494 &.20 3.77 1.43 .7~ 1.96 1.05 

Alfalfa and Sila~e Grou~ 

98 555 4.81 4.05 .76 .34 2.24 
245 632 6.25 4.40 1.85 .83 2.23 
249 457 5.49 3.55 1.94 .76 l:!.41 
121 561 5.08 4.08 1.00 .90 1.11 
274 486 4.46 3.72 .74 .96 .77 
272 624 5.75 4.38 1.37 .99 1.38 
275 487 4.61 3.72 .89 1.30 .68 
276 513 5.04 3.87 1.17 1.26 .93 
326 450 4.39 3.52 .87 .82 1.06 

Ave. 529 5.10 "3.94 1.16 .91 1.27 .96 
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TABLE XVI continued 

IFFLUE~WE OF CHARACTER OF RATION ON EI-iERGY HEQUIRELlEHT 

150 DAY PERIODS 

Net Energy Eer Da~ Energy 
Average Total For Gain for Energy 

Heifer Weight re- llainten- For per 1 lb. per day 
ceived ence Growth day gain per cwt 

(Armsb;y) 

No. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

Alfalfa Silage and Corn Grou;p 

317 577 6.41 4.15 2.26 1.29 1.75 
316 534 5.52 3.96 1.56 1.08 1.44 
263 606 7.13 4.79 2.34 1.48 1.55 
262 592 6.26 4.38 1.88 1.17 1.61 
113 451 5.37 3.52 1.85 .51 3.63 
264 650 9.99 4.49 5.50 1.61 3.42 
320 600 9.42 4.26 5.16 1.67 3.09 
125 505 5.70 3.83 1.t37 .79 2.37 
279 485 5.11 3.72 1.39 1.28 1.09 
324 610 5.68 4.31 1.37 .62 2.21 

Ave. 561 6.66 4.08 2.58 1.15 2.24 1.19 

Timothl Haill Silage and Grain GrouE 

96 551 5.63 4.03 1.60 .82 1.99 
100 440 5.42 3.46 1.96 .87 2.25 
244 581 5.61 4.17 1.44 .95 1.52 
248 583 5.56 4.19 1.37 .64 2.11 
252 691 6.50 4.67 1.83 .63 2.90 
255 444 4.99 3.49 1.50 .91 1.64 
104 542 5.90 3.98 1.92 .82 2.34 
260 587 5.42 4.19 1.23 .68 1.81 

Ave. 552 5.63 4.03 1.61 .79 2.04 1.0~ 
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TKBLE XVI continued 

INFLUENCE OF CHA-BACTER OF RATIOn ON ENERGY REQUIRELlEHT 

150 DAY PERIODS 

Net Energ~ per Da~ Energy 
Average Total For Gain for Energy 

Heifer ~Veight re- Mainten- For per 1 lb. per day 
ceived ance Growth day gain per cwt 

(Armsby) 

No. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 
Heav~ Fed GrouE (Alfalfa! Corn and Oats) 

227 737 9.86 4.88 4.98 l.,a 4.12 
225 . b42 7.50 3.98 3.6~ 1.~8 ~.75 
216 597 9.01 4.24 4.77 1.17 4.09 
~16 800 9.20 5.16 4.04 1.08 3.74 
220 552 6.85 4.03 2.82 1.17 2.41 
220 773 8.31 5.06 3.70 1.29 2.87 
Ave. 667 8.36 4.60 3.76 1.20 3.30 1.25 

TABLE XVII 

HI.i?LUENCE OF CHARACTER OF RATION ON ENERGY REQ.UIREMENT 
SUloJMARY 

Average 
Net "Eller!! ;Eer Da~ 

armsbyfs Tota ~er For Energy Gain 
W'eight Standard re- cwt. Growth for 1 per 

ceived Eer cwt. lb. gain dal 
Lb~. T. T. r.e • T. T. Lbs. 

Alfalfa GrouE 
494 5.92 5.20 1.05 .. 29 1.96 .73 

Alfalfa and Silage GrouE 
529 6.23 5.10 .96 .~4 1.27 .91 

alfalfa I Silage and Corn GrouE 
561 5.62 6.66 1.19 .46 2.24 1.15 

I 

Timothll Silage and Grain GrouE 
552 6.40 5.63 1.02 .29 · 2.04 .79 

Heavy Fed GrouE (Alfalfa! Corn and Oats) 
667 7.35 8.36 1.~3 .56 3.30 1.20 
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The heifers fed on alfalfa and corn ensilaf,e ma.de 

practically norr:la.l gains. fhey used less energy for the 

hllildredweight and afpear to have had less energy available 

for growth than any other group, but they made better than 

normal gains on thirty-five per cent less' energy for a 

pound of gain than any other group, and on thirty-nine per 

cent less than the reQuirement as given by Armsby. Our 

data clearly indicate t..'lat, from the standpoint of energy 

requirement, the alfalfa and corn silage ration was the 

most economioal ration fed. 

The group of heifers fed on the alfalfa, silage and 

corn ration were on a higher plane of nutrition than the 

two groups just described. For this reason their rate of 

gain was high with the characteris tic high energ'J require

ment for a pound of gain. 

The heifers receiving the timothy, silage and grain 

ration were on the same plane of nutrition as the alfalfa 

and silage group, as they received about the sam.e supply 

of energ'J, but they made comparatively small gains and 

thus had a much hieher energy requirement for a pound of 

gain. 

The energ',{ requirement of the heavy fed group was 

very high in every respect. This was undoubtedly due m 
the high plane of nutrition, the high rate of gain and 

the heavy weight for the age of the animals in "this group. 



There are several possihle reasons for the apparent 

efficiency 9£ a ration composed largely of roughage. 

Firstp it is not improbable tJ:la t the net energy valaes 

for roughage, tilat are commonly used, are too low. 

second, the rate of gain of heifers receiving a ration of 

good ' rougllage is norffial and therefore tee energy recluire

ment for growth would probably be normal or low. Third, 

11eife1'2 on a roughage ration wO"'J.ld not be apt to be heavy 

for their age at tho beginning of the feeding period, and 

f ,or this reas·on they would make good use of the energy . 

recei vea... 
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Tlffi Ilr~'LUEnCE OF PROTEIH on THE ElJEnGY HEQUIHEIIiENT 

The data on the influ.ence of protein on the energy re

quirement for the growth of dairy heifers aTe contained in 

Tables XVIII. XIX and XX. Table XVIII c.Ontains the records 

of seven heifers for fifty-seven, sixty day periocls. These 

heifers were receiving a high or medium supply of protein. 

The per cent of protein in their ration refers to the per 

cent of energy available for growth that was derived from 

protein. Table XIX gives a summary of the data contained 

in Table XVIII. 

The data of three heifers that evidently were not re

ceiving sufficient protein for normal growth are contained 

in ~able XX, together with the record of these heifers 

after their protein supply had been increased. 

A study of the data contained in Tables XVIII and XIX 

leads to the conclusion that the protein of the ration 

does not influence the energy requirement. if the protein 

is supplied in sufficient quantities for the normal growth 

of the heifers. The only high energy requirement noted in 

this data is that of one of the medium protein heifers and 

this is probably due -to the low daily gain. 

The records of the three animals whose data are con

tained in Table XX indicate that when the animal is not 

receiving an amount of protein adequate for normal growth, 

that the energy requirement for a pound of gain is exceed

ingly high. The daily energy supply of these heifers was, 
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TABLE XVIII 

INFLU]!lHCE OF l?ROTEIl~ ON EEERGY HEQUIRELlENT 

60 DAY PERIODS 

Het Energy ;Eer Da~ Energy 
Average Total For For Gain for Energy 

Heifer Weight re- llainten- Growth Per 1 lb. per 
ceived ance 

( Arrnsby) 
Day gain cwt 

110. Lbs. T. T. T. Los. T. T. 

Bi~h Protein Heifer (28~1 

91 240 4.14 2.33 1.81 .90 2.11 
308 5.52 2.71 2.81 1.13 2.49 
372 5.78 3.07 2.71: 1.00 2.71 
417 5.77 3.32 2.45 .66 3.71 
469 5.67 3.63 2.04 1.00 2.04 
514 5.94 3.87 2.07 .96 2.15 
562 5.92 4.08 1.84 .52 3.54 
590 6.17 4.21 1.96 .68 2.88 
617 7.00 4.33 2.67 .89 3.00 
677 6.89 4.61 2.28 .61 3.74 
722 5.94 4.81 1.13 .41 2.76 

Ave. 499 5.89 3.08 2.09 .80 2.61 1.17 

Hi~h Protein Heifer ( 20 to 35~b } 

273 543 6.56 :3.96 2.60 .68 3.82 
557 6.72 4.05 2.67 .'75 3.56 
604 '7.13 4.28 2.85 .83 3.43 
6'76 7.6'7 4.61 3.06 1.22 2.51 
73:3 8.23 4.88 3.35 1.63 2.05 

Ave. 621 7.26 4.35 2.91 1.02 2.85 1.17 

High Protein Heifer (25%) 

269 333 5.32 2.88 2.44 1.10 2.22 
36'7 5.49 3.04 2.45 1.18 2.07 
443 5.82 3.49 2.33 1.12 2.08 
498 6.13 3.80 2.33 .85 2.74 
561 6.73 4.08 2'.65 1.08 2.45 
618 '7.43 4.33 3.10 1.10 2.82 

Ave. 470 6.15 3.63 2.52 1.07 2.36 1.31 
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TABLE XVIII continued 

nT3"'L DENCE OF PEOTEIN on EnERGY RE~UIREl.rENT 

60 DAY PERIODS 

Het Energ;z per Da;z Energy 
Average :i:otal For For Gain for Energy 

Heifer Weight re- Mainten- Growth per 1 lb. per 
ceived ance day gain cwt. 

( Arwsb~) 

No. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

HiEiD. Protein Heifer ( 251G} 

267 380 5.75 3.13 2.62 .73 3.59 
407 5.79 3.27 2.52 .97 2.61 
470 5.99 3.63 2 "'-.00 1.13 2.09 
527 6.19 3.92 2.27 • 92 2.46 
58'7 6.83 4.19 2.54 .63 4.19 
623 '7.30 4.38 2.92 .88 3.32 
676 '7.82 4.61 3.21 1.21 2.65 
767 7.60 5.01 2.59 1.52 1.70 
849 '7.2'7 5.3'7 1.90 1.27 1.50 

Ave. 587 6.93 4.19 2.?4 1.03 2.66 1.18 

High to Eedium :Protein Heifer ( 20 to 351£) 

2'7'7 496 6.25 3.'77 2.48 1.02 2.43 
524 6.48 3.92 2.56 1.05 2.44 
583 5.61 4.19 1.42 .35 4.05 
605 6.1'7 4.28 1.89 .83 2.2'7 
648 '7.39 4.49 2.90 .95 3.05 

Ave. 571 6.38 4.12 2.26 .84 2.69 1.11 

Medium Protein Heifer ( 15S; ) , 

253 386 4.54 3.16 1.38 .30 4.60 
412 4.87 3.30 1.57 .70 2.24 
448 5.13 3.52 1.61 .92 1.75 
492 4.136 3.74 1.12 .32 3.50 
527 5.42 3.92 1.50 1.07 1.40 
591 6.28 4.21 2.0'7 . 1.53 1.35 
647 6.51 4.47 2.04 .45 4.53 
697 YI.28 4.68 2.60 1.02 2.55 
768 7.47 5.03 2.44 1.17 2.08 
806 7.25 5.18 2.iJ7 .32 6.47 
854 6.99 5.39 1.60 .87 1.84 
902 7.04 5'~58 1.46 .62 2.35 

Ave. 628 6.14 4.40 1.74 .77 2.26 .97 
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TABLE XVIII con~uinued 

IIJF~U2~~CE OF ?ROTj~Ir~ OTT ~, lliJ2~-~GY I1::Q UIL"{ ?:r '~ EH T 

60 DAY PE::UODS 

Total 
Energy 

Average For l!'or Gain for Energy 
Heifer Weight re- l\iainten- Growth per 1 lb. per 

ceived anee 
( Armsb;y) 

day gain cwt. 

Ho. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

:M edium l?rotein Heifer ( 15:& ) 
103 G81 5.03 2.57 2.46 .48 6.12 

' 337 5.80 2.88 2.92 1.02 2.86 
384 5.64 3.16 1.48 .55 2.69 
401 5.70 3.24 2.92 .57 2.86 
431 5.87 3.41 2.46 .42 5.86 
465 . 6.07 3.60 2.47 .75 3.29 
523 6.44 3.92 2.52 .90 2.80 
578 6.81 4.15 2.66 .91 2.92 
625 6.99 4.38 2.61 .53 4.92 

Ave. 447 6.04 3.49 G.55 .68 3.75 1.35 

TABLE XIX 

INFLUEHCE OF l?ROTEIN ON ElJERGY REQUIREMENT 

SUMMARY 

Net Ener~t Eer Da~ Energy 
Protein Arffisbyls Tota Per For for Gain 

Weight :plane Standard re- cwt. Growth 1 lb. per 
ceived ]2er cwt. gain Da~ 

Lbs. T. T. T. T. T. Lbs. 

499 High 5.97 5.89 1.17 .42 2.61 .80 . 
621 High 6.96 7.26 1.17 .47 2.85 1.02 
470 High 5.71 6.15 1.31 .53 2.36 1.07 
587 ~URh 6.68 6.93 1.18 .47 2.66 1.03 
571 . l.t~;. to 6.56 6.38 1.11 .39 2.69 .84 'e ~um 
628 Me ium 7.04 6.14 .97 .28 2.26 .77 
447 11edium 5.53 6.04 1.35 .57 3.75 .68 
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TABLE .xx 
INFLUENCE OF PROTEIn ON ElJERGY REQUIRElvlEHT 

Energy Lb. .Energy 
Total Arms by Energy Gain for Energy 

Weight Energy for main- for per lIb. per cwt. 
tenance Growth day gain 

Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

Ho. 114 on Eedium Protein ( 15fo) 

299 4.61 2.68 1.93 .47 4.11 
316 4.68 2.76 1.92 .30 6.40 
330 4.60 2.85 1.75 .60 ~.92 
342 4.90 ~.90 2.00 .36 6.69 
381 5.23 3.13 2.10 .35 6.00 
~33 4.8<}"-- G.87 2.16 .41 5.27 1.51 

Ho. 114 on High protein ( 25p~ ) 

417 5.38 3.32 .2.06 .96 2.17 
477 5.63 3.66 1.97 1.00 1.97 
511 6.16 3.85 1.31 1.05 1.25 
586 7.54 4.19 3.35 1.37 2.44 
683 8.43 4.65 3.78 .90 4.20 
535 6.43 3.96 2.47 1.05 2.36 1.20 

No. 115 on Low Protein ( 8%) 

316 4.78 2.76 2.02 .47 4.30 
344 4.76 2.93 1.82 .28 6.50 
361 4.95 3.02 1.93 .43 4.48 
365 5.37 3.04 2.33 .40 5.42 
346 4.96 2.93 2.03 .40 6.07 1.43 

no. 115 on l\lecliwn Protein ( 15Zb) 

409 5.82 3.30 2.32 .70 3.31 
467 5.99 3.66 2.44 .37 6.59 
483 6.33 3.72 2.61 1.23 2.12 
548 6.79 4.03 2.76 .85 3.24 
596 6~98 4.24 2.74 .58 4.72 

- . 
499 ~.38 3.80 2.68 .75 3.44 1.28 
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TABLE XX continued 

INFLUENCE 0]' PROTEIN ON ENERGY REQ.UIRE1~NT 

Energy Lb. Energy 
Total Armsby Energy Gain for Energy 

Weight Energy for maln- for per 1 lb. per cwt. 
tenance Growth day gain 

Lb~. T. T. T. Lbs. T. T. 

No. 266 on Low Protein ( 8P~) 

388 5.08 3.18 1.90 .17 11.17 
396 4.99 3.21 1.78 .37 4.81 
419 4.68 3.35 1;33 .30 4.43 
438 5.09 3.45 1.63 .18 9.06 
410 4.95 3.30 1.66 .25 6.64 1.21 

lJO. 266 on 1iedium Protein ( 1:5;;~ ) 

477 5.67 3.66 2.01 .98 2.05 
527 6.~7 3.92 2.35 1.07 2.19 
579 6.99 4.17 2.82 .98 2.87 
664 7.83 4.56 3.27 1.03 3.17 
716 8.18 4.79 3.39 1.30 2.61 
693 6.99 4.24 2.76 1.07 2.57 1.1'1 

at all times, more than the normal supply for heifers of 

their size. There was also a liberal energy supply avail

able for growth. 

The reason for the high energy requirement for a 

pound of gain, just noted. probably is that a low gain 

usually causes a high energy requirement for a pound of 

gain and. normal gains require only a normal amount of energy. 

It is therefore necessary that animals be supplied with 

sufficient protein for normal growth if they are to make 

economical use of the energy of their ration. 
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THE IlJFLUElWE OF BP.EZD ON EHERGY REQ,UIRE'ID}HT 

The data on the influence of the breed on the 

. energy requirement for growth are contained in Tables 

XXI and XXII. Table XXI contains ~he records of thirty 

Ayrshire, Jersey and Holstein heifers, each for a period 

of 150 days, and twenty-seven heifers for periods of from 

30 to 150 days in length. Table XXII gives a summary of 

the data contained in Table XI, arranged according to the 

breed of the heifers in each group. 

The breed of the animal does not seem to have any 

noticeable effect on the energy requirement of heifers. 

Any differences that may exist between the averages of 

the breeds ~re easily within the bounds of experimental 

error. It is also true that there is more difference 

between the energy requirement of individuals of the 

same breed than there is between the different breeds. 
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TABLE XXI 

THE INFLUENCE OF BI<Rr.:D ON ENERGY REQUIHEMEHTS 

150 DAY PERIODS 

Het Energl r:er Dal Energy 
Average Total ll'or ]'or Gain for Energy 

Heifer Vleight re- llainten- Growth per 1 lb. per day 
ceived ance day gain per cwt. 

(Armsbl) 

Ho. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. 

Ayrs~1ires 

326 450 4.39 3.52 .87 .82 1.06 
317 577 6.41 4.15 2.26 1.29 1.75 
316 534 5.52 3.96 1.56 1.08 1.44 
320 600 9.42 4.26 5.16 1.67 3.09 
324 610 6.68 4.31 1.37 .62 2.21 
318 612 7.02 4.31 2.71 1.23 2.20 

Ave. 564 6.41 4.10 2.21 1.12 1.97 1.14 

Jersels 

105 490 5.92 3.74 2.18 .81 2.69. 
101 486 5.74 3.72 2.02 .95 2.23 

98 555 4.81 4.05 .76 .34 2.24 
121 561 5.08 4.08 1.00 .90 1.11 
113 451 5.37 3.52 1.85 .51 3.63 
125 505 5.70 3.83 1.87 .79 2.37 

96 551 5.63 4.03 1.60 .82 1.99 
100 440 5.42 3.46 1.96 .87 2.26 
104 642 5.90 3.98 1.g2 .82 2.34 

Ave. 609 5.51 3.85 1.66 .76 2.16 1.08 
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TABLE XXI contiuQed 

THE I lJ}i' LUEHCE OF BREED ON EI;EHGY RE~UIREEEnTS 

150 DAY PERIODS 

Net EnerB~ Eer Da~ Bnergy 
Average Total For For Gain for Energy 

Heifer Vleight re- I.l:ainten- Growth per 1 lb. per day 
ceived ance day gain per cwt. 

( Armsby) 

. No. Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs T. 

Holsteins 

245 632 6.25 4.40 1.85 .83 2.23 
249 457 5.49 3.55 1.94 .76 2.41 
274 486 4.46 3.72 .74 .96 .77 
272 624 5.75 4.38 1.37 .99 1.38 
275 487 4.61 3.72 .89 1.30 .68 
276 513 5.04 3.87 1.17 1.26 .93 
263 606 7.13 4.79 2.34 1.48 1.55 
262 592 6.26 4.38 1.88 1.17 1.61 
264 650 9.99 4.49 5.50 1.61 3.42 
279 485 5.11 3.72 1.39 1.28 1.09 
244 561 5 .61 4.17 1.44 .95 1.52 
248 583 5.56 4.1Sl 1.37 .64 2.11 
252 691 6.50 4'.67 1.83 .63 2.90 
255 444 4.99 3.49 1.50 .91 1.64 
260 587 5.42 4.19 1.23 .68 1.81 

Ave. 561 5.91 4.09 1.82 1.03 1. r/7 1.05 
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TABLE XXI continued 

INFLUENCE OF BREED ON EnERGY RE~UIRElliENT 

Net Ener~y J2er Da;z Energy 
Length Total For ]'or Gain for Energ'J' 

Heifer of Ave. ra 1iainten- Growth per 1 lb. per day 
Period '!ft. ceived ance day gain per cwt 

(Armsby) 

Ho. Days Lbs. T. T. T. Lbs. T. 

Ayrshires 

318 100 572 6.44 4.12 2.32 1.22 1.01 
320 80 551 8.78 4.03 4.75 1.87 2.54 
316 150 651 5.52 4.49 1.56 1.08 1.44 
317 100 561 6.27 4.08 2.19 1.24 1.76 
325 30 491 4.43 3.74 .69 1.60 .43 
326 60 486 4.55 3.72 .83 .68 1.22 

Ave. 87 552 6.00 4~03 2.06 1.27 1.62 1.09 

Jarse~s 

101 50 525 5.81 3.92 1.89 1.52 1.24 
98 150 561 4.81 4.08 .73 .34 2.15 
96 150 551 5.63 4.03 1.60 .82 1.99 

100 60 498 5.39 3.80 1.59 .72 2.21 
105 120 518 5.89 3.89 2.00 .58 3.44 
104 150 565 5.90 3.98 1.92 .82 2.34 
125 150 52'7 5.70 3.92 1.78 .'19 2.25 
126 30 469 4.84 3.63 1.21 .90 1.44 
121 150 583 5.08 4.19 .89 .90 .99 

Ave. 112 533 5.45 3.94 1.51 .82 1.84 1.02 
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TABLE XXI continued 

IHFLuENCE OP BREED ON EHERG Y REQ UIRELIEH T 

Net Energl ~er dal Energy 
Length Total For rna~n- Gain for Energy 

Heifer of Ave. re- tenance For per 1 lb. per day 
Period wt. ceived (Armsbl) Growth dal gain Eer cwt 

No. Days Lbs. T. T. T. . Lbs. T. 
Holsteins 

246 30 593 7.36 4.24 3.12 1.83 1.59 
244 150 581 5 .. 61 4.17 1.44 .95 1.52 
248 150 583 5.56 4.19 1.37 .64 2.11 
245 90 610 6.08 4.31 1.77 .9G 1.92 
260 150 587 5.42 4.19 1.23 .68 1.81 
263 90 572 6.83 4.12 G.71 1.45 1.87 
G62 110 578 6.60 4.17 2.43 1.19 2.04 
264 80 577 8.59 4.15 4.44 1.70 2.61 
258 40 607 9.30 4.28 5.02 2.05 2.45 
254 30 593 7.12 4.15 G.60 1.43 1.8G 
G79 30 518 -5.51 3.89 1.62 1.30 1.26 
276 90 562 5.13 4.08 1.05 1.08 .97 
Ave. 87 580 6.59 4.17 2.42 1.27 1.90 1.14 

TABLE XXII 

IRi?LUmWE O1P BREED ON ElIERGY RESUIREMENT 
SUIoJMARY 

Het Energ:~ Eer Dal Energy for Gain 
Weight Total fer For Growth 1 lb. per 

Received cwt. per cwt. gain day 
Lbs. m .... T. T. T. Lbs. 

Ayrshires 
. 564 6.41 1.14 .39 1.97 1.12 

552 - 6.00 1.09 .37 1.62 1.27 
558 6.20 1.12 .38 1.79 1.19 

Jersels 
509 5.51 1.08 .33 2.16 .76 
533 5.45 - 1.02 .28 1.84 .82 

-021 5.48 1.06 .31 G.OO .'19 

Holsteins 
561 5.91 1.05 .32 1.77 1.03 
580 6.59 1.14 .40 1.90 1.27 
570 6.25 1.09 .36 1.83 1.15 
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SU1ll.i.ARY AND COIWLUSIOHS 

1. From a study of the subject under consideration 

it is apparent that an accurate knowledge of the energy 

requirements for the growth of dairy animals is exceed

ingly limited. What information there is available has 

been derived from rather incomplete investigations of the 

requirements of beef animals. The beef animal because of 

a greater daily gain and also because of the difference 

in the character of the gain, due to a larger proportion 

of fat, offers a somewhat different problem from a dairy 

animal. 

2. As far as may be determined from a short trial 

with two young animals, the energy required for the 

maintenance of these heifers is i_ractically the same as 

the requirements as given in Armsby's standard. 

3. The energy reQuirement of young heifers for main

tenance and growth is higher, to the hm1dredweight, than 

for an older animal and the reQuirement decreases with 

the aGe of the heifer. 

4. ~he energy reqUirement, in excess of maintenance, 

for a pound of gain is less for a youne heifer than for 

an older anirnal and the requirement increases with the 

age of the heifer. 

6. The young heifer makes much better gains for the 

energy received than an older animal and seems to use 
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the energy of her ration more efficiently. The common 

explanation given for this is that the gains made by 

young animals contain more water and protein and less 

fat tharl those mB,de by a more rua"'Gure animal. :i.:iowever, 

practical observation leads us to believe that an older 

heifer sD_Dsisting principally on roughage is not putting 

on any more fat than the younger animal. 

6. The total ellergy reqllirement of heifers increa.ses 

with the weight of the animal. 

7. Tl-le energy requirement of heifers for a pound of 

gain increases with the size of the animal. 

8. The energy requirements for the growth. including 

maintenance, of heifers as given by Armsby appear to be 

high, especially for the more mature animals. 

9. The energy requirement for one POIDld of gain as 

given by Armsby is high as compared to the requirement 

of normal heifers whose record.s were studied. ~his is 

especially true of the heavier animals, probably due to 

the fact that Armsby's figures evidently apply to animals 

of the beef type. 

10. Our data indicate that heifers making normal 

gains require less energy for a pound of gain than when 

making gains below or above normal. 

11. Heifers below normal in weight at the beginning 

of the period probably require less energy for gains made 

on normal rations than those that were over weight at the 

beginning. 
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12. Calculating the net energy values of the feed 

according to Ar~sbyrs table, the heifers seem to make 

better use of the energy supplied in a ration made up 

principally but not entirely of roughage than from a 

more concentrated ration. 

13. Heifers on a high plane of nutrition had uni

formly high energy requirements in every respect. 

14. The energy requirement of heifers is not affected 

by the amount of protein in the ration, provided suffici

ent protein is furnished for normal growth. If the heif

ers are not fed sufficient protein for normal growth, and 

make low gains, the result is a high energy requirement 

for a pound of gain. 

15. Breed has no apparent effeot on the energy re

quirement of heifers. 
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